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ceived $360. Next year, those mak- a mi:t ecretary . Kevm Hab\e ones re~1ierse · ing less than $50,000 are scheduled told cahmet ~~~s early this 
' T I to get a 3 percent raise and those year that 0m}'. cntical requests f?r 
I d 
making more than $50,000 are sup- personnel actions should be subnut-
pay•CUt p e ge posed to get a 1 percent raise. te~ ~or app~val. Personnel Com-. Merit-system employees normally nus~mner Shirl!lY _ Clark wrote to 
• · • . get a 5 percent raise after they com- ~abmet sec~es 0 ~ Aug. 3 warn-
With 5-~ raises plete a six-month probatjon, Deputy mg t~f1;11 of mcreas~ personnel -/(,. Personnel Commissioner Frank Wu- ~osts smce the states bu_dget con-
ley said. Their annual increments ~ues to _man'!ate the cauli~us ~er-, 
By GIL IAWSON, Staff Writer 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - When Gov. Brereton Jones 
gave his budget address on Feh. 6, he announced 
fltat he and his Cabinet members would take a 2 
percent pay cut because of the state's dire financial 
condition. · 
"Sacrifices are necessary, and I believe that those 
who make the most are best able to bear the bur-
den," Jones said_ then. He said the salaries of those 
making $50,000 or more would be cut. 
But instead of pay cuts, top officials in the Jones 
administration recently received 5 percent raises. 
-"It sends a strange message out to (state) employ-
ees who are getting zero" in raises, said Rep. Joe 
Clarke, chairman of the House budget committee. "I 
have a hard time rationalizing it, given the circum-
stances." 
Just last week, the General Assembly's revenue-
analyst said there could be a $185 million shortfall 
this year, and Clarke, D-Danville, said some cuts 
should be made. The legislature cut 5 percent from 
state university budgets earlier this yeilr, and Jones 
scaled down inaugural and Kentucky De~y parties 
; because of the 5tate's financiiil 
I shape. The state also delayed $106 
million in tax refunds to balance 
last fiscal year's budget. 
Most cabinet secretaries, hired in 
December at an annual salary of 
$70,000, got the raises; which 
amount to $3,500 a year ·and took 
effect July I. Several deputy secre-
taries, whose beginning annual pay 
ranged from $50,844 to $57,876, 
also got 5 percent raises. 
The only cabinet secretary not to 
take the raise was Billy Wellman, 
who heads the Justice Cabinet. 
Wellman said yesterday he decided 
not to take the money because of 
the tight budget, "and the fact that 
none of our. employees. received a 
raise." 
Wellman said he was not trying to 
make an issue out of the matter, 
adding, "I just did what I thought 
was right." 
Clarke"s counterpart in the Sen-
ate, _ Mike Moloney, said he has 
asked administration officials-where -
the money for the raises will come 
from. · 
"I don't think it should have been 
done," said Moloney, D-Lexington. 
"The message it sends out is a very,. 
very negative one," .· 
Word · of the raises was making 
the rounds in Frankfort yesterday. 
''Th~ve_ __ f!!!illy __ affected the mo-
rale," said Jack Sharp; president of 
the Kentucky Coalition of State Em-
. P!oyee O~tions. "It really 
kicks you m the teeth." · ·· ·.• • 
Toe only state workers to get an-
nual raises this year were those 
making Jess. than $20,000, who re-
begin 12 months from that date. ctse of discretionary spending. 
· The same probation raise is nor- Hahl~ and Clark 8:150 got 5 pe~-
mally awarded to non-merit work- cent raises, ~ong Wlth other. cab1-
ers, although it is discretionary, net-level_ officials 51:1~ as Chief of 
Willey said. Staff Diana Taylor · and Adjutant 
During the 1992 legislative ses- General Robert. DeZarn. Se~eral of 
sion, Jones and his aides talked th~ personnel fofflJ!l approvmg the 
about possible layoffs because of raises were typed Just a !ew days 
budget problems and suggested the after Clark's_ m~mo w,as sent._ out. 
pay cuts. Neitlier ·materialized, al- · Jones'- salary-for· this calendar 
though the payroll has lieen re- ye:ir is $81,647 .. H~ got a 3,,P_ercent 
duced and limits have been placed ' raise, based on a constitutional pro-
on hiring. , vision that sets'the · governor's pay. 
Press Secretary Frank Ashley said . A Jones spokesman said in Febru-
yesterday that the General Assem- · ary that the go~in_or would not ac-
bly,invalidated the promise of a pay cept this year's · raise and would 
cut by changing the pay pl~ for the take the 2 perc~nt cut, which appar-
budget. Under the spending plan ently means he 11.lims to write a 
approved, those earning $50,000 or check for $3,9if to -tlie ·siate treas-
more this year will get no more. ury at the end of tlie ·year.,. · 
raises this year and raises of 1 per- Ashley said"'yiisierdiiy ·'t11at he 
cent next Y~·- ·. . ____ _ .-~ . . knew of no change in the gover-
~hley S81d a 5 percent raise IS no r's position; \·: · :·: r . 
routinely 1!™1ted to all stat~ wor!t- Information for 11118 atory wn also 
ei:s after six months of sernce. gathered bY. nie ~- Prua. 
Appalachilm Ne\trs-Express, Friday, Aug. 28, 1992 
-Pikeville College :rnorks: 
highest registration ever 
Enrollment at Pikeville Col-
lege is up by seven percent· 
over last year's, according to 
figures released by the college. 
More than· 1,070 students. 
have signed up for classes-this 
. fall, a number which greatly· 
pleases the staff'. of the 103-
year old school · 
'The college is in a period of 
expansion on a great· many . 
Jevels,• said President Bill 
Owens. 'The continued rise in · 
enrollment is, a reflection of 
the 9verall. plans for develop-
ment that.are under way here 
on campus and the fact· that 
we are reaching out in an 
attempt to have Pikeville Col-
lege become a more viable part 
of the community and the 
area.•· . : . 
Enrollment at the C!)llege 
has increased · steadily for the 
past eight years. In 1984, the 
number of students enrolled at 
. Pikeville· College was- 453 
'with today's number mor; 
.than double that;. 
. . 
"Many factors, especially 
fluctuations in the economy 
can influence the enrollnient,,:. 
said John Sanders, associate 
dean of Admissions, "but sur-
prisingly the leanness of the 
past year has not interfered 
with ournumbers. · ·. ,. 
. ~lam very pleased that so 
many top students have cho-
sen Pikeville College,. espe-
cialiy with the large number of 
institutions available in Ken-
tucky, West Virginia, Ten-
nessee and. Virmnia. • said 
Sanders. · 
'These,people know quality 
'!Vhen they see it.• . · · .. 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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Jones declines request 
• MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 • 606-783-2030 
One appointee, Justice Secretary 
Billy Wellman, turned down the 
from employee group 
to rescind officials' raise 
Associated Press 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - An organi-
zation of state employees wants 
Gov. Brereton Jones to rescind a 5 
percent raise for his top appointees. 
It said the raise hurt morale among 
lower-ranking employees who 
didn't get one. 
Jones, in a letter released yester-
day, declined. . . 
Tue raise for cabmet secretanes, 
their deputies and Jones' office staff 
"has caused a tremendous drop in 
the morale" of the rank and file, 
said Lee Jackson, president of the 
Kentucky Association of State Em-
ployees. 
"State employees are mad. 
They're outraged," Jackson.said. He 
said unhappy employees phoned 
him about it all day Monday. 
In presenting a bare-bones budget 
to the General Assembly in Febru-
ary, Jones said he would ask cabi-
net secretaries and other employees 
making more than $50,000 to volun-
tarily take a 2 percent pay cut. The 
cut would have affected retirement 
eligibility, so the idea was dropped, 
but the enacted budget provided no 
raise this year for people making 
over $20,000 and only a I percent 
raise next year. It gave a $360 raise 
this year to those making $20,000 or 
less. 
However, most cabinet secre-
taries, hired in December at an an-
nual salary of $70,000, got the 5 
percent raises, which amount to 
$3,500 a year. Several deputy secre-
taries, whose beginning annual pay 
ranged from $50,844 to $57,876, 
also got 5 percent raises. 
raise. . 
By law, employees covered by the 
state merit system get a 5 percent 
raise upon passing a six-month pro-
bation. The law does not apply to 
gubernatorial ap!)!)intees, but they 
traditionally have received the same 
percentage increase · after six 
months, Personnel Commissioner 
Shirley Clark said. 
In his letter to Jackson's union, 
Jones said that rescinding the raise. 
would be unfair. 
"While I understand and appreci-
ate your concern, it Is very impor• 
tant to me that all employees re-
ceive equitable treatment," Jones 
wrote. "In this case, equity means 
awarding performance bonuses that 
state employees - both merit and 
non-merit - have traditionally re-
ceived." 
Jones' press secretary, Frank 
Ashley, said the raise Is now being 
called a performance bonus "be-
cause it is based on a personal per-
formance, and the governor feels if 
an employee is doing bis or her job 
and doing it well, they should all be 
treated alike." 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL, TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 1, 1992 
Five percent solution? 
M
ONEY, some execu-
tives are fond of say-
ing, isn't everything. 
When times are tough 
and salary increases are slim to 
non-existent, you hear that a lot. 
Such admonitions sound as 
phony as a $3 bill when the top peo-
ple take raises - while those who 
earn less must settle for nothing. 
Gov. Jones has earned praise -
much of it in this space - for hir-
ing good associates - especially at 
the cabinet level. Certainly these 
people deserve fair compensation 
for their contributions to Ken-
tucky. But it was a mistake when 
10 top officials accepted a 5 per-
cent raise this year while niost 
state workers are getting nothing. 
Cabinet secretary Kevin Hable 
explained the increases as "consis-
tent with good management prac-
tices." In this case, we disagree. At 
a time when those who earn far 
less are having to "make do" with 
what they made last year, their 
bosses ought to do the same. 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
~~ W!~U. fil{Ltll V l:l~ 
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THE COURIER-JOURNAL. THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 3, 1992 In fact, the raises are au~o~tic for ~ent workers if 
they successfully complete therr probation, but they are 
J eels discretionary for non-merit empl~~ees, who_are gener-ones can . ally better-paid. Among_the political appomtees who received raises were cabmet secretanes and top m~m-• ~ t hers of Jonesl--staff, many,. of: whom were making, raises 1.0r op $7~,000 a year- and thus were in line for a $3,500 
· ~:~erday, after consulting_ ~th his 3:dvisera, Jor:ies 
t t ffi . als rescinded the raises for political appomtees making S a e O Cl $50.000 a year or more - w~e at the sam~ ~e ~-ing that they deserved the raises and that failing to give 
By FRAN EILERS, Staff Writer 
FRANKFORT, Ky.' - Having t~en a. public 
pounding for giving his top aides f!llSes while most 
state employees are doing without, Go_v. Bre~eton 
Jones rescinded the raises yesterday - m the mter-
est he said, of health-care reform. 
,:I am unwilling to allow any issue to create i:ir~b-
lems that will stand in the path of our Pft!VI~g 
health care for every Kentuckian," Jones said m a 
statement yesterday afternoon. 
Jones intends for health-care reform to be the 
hallmark of his administration and has said he 
plans to call a special legislative session on it in 
November. -
His chief of staff, Diami Taylor,. and the secretary 
of his Cabinet, Kevin Hable, smd the governor's 
decision to rescind the raises was a general reac-
tion -to the brouhaha, and not to specific com-
plainm. - . 
But complainm have been mounting, especially 
since many state employees will get no raise at all 
this year because of budget constrainm. 
Furthermore the chairmen of the legislature's 
budget committees criticized the raises in light of 
last week's news that the constrainm may get 
worse; a legislative econ~'!ll51 h:9d predicted a 
budget shortfall <if $185. million this year. 
And Tuesday, membeIS of the legislature's Capi-
tol Caucus who represent districts with a lot of 
state emplizyees, warned Jones in a letter that ~e 
raises were damaging his credibility and ".the good will 
and confidence that must be in place as we prepare to 
enact reform legislation on issues of health care and 
ethics!' · · . . 
Both the caucus and the Kentucky AssOC1ation of 
State Employees called on Jones to rescin_d tbe raises. 
However, in a letter Tuesday to the president of em-
ployee association, the governor declared that tbe pay 
increases were justified and that they would not be 
withdrawn. · . 
He said that state employees covered by the m~nt 
system get 5 percent raises after six months on th~ JOb 
them is discriminatory. 
However, most of"the criticism of those raises had to 
do with the principle. For instance, except for _the lo"'.· 
est-paid workers, state employees are not getting thetr 
usual 5 percent annual raises this year because of the 
state's budget cnmch. · 
Also, Jones had said in his February budget speech 
that financial sacrifices would be necessary among. 
state employees and that those who make the most 
would be best able to bear them. _ _ . 
He promised then that he and his cabinet secretanes 
would take a 2 percent cut ~ a pledge that Hable said 
the legislature invalidated by changing the budget. 
Even though Jones continued to defend the i:m5es 
yesterday his decision to retract them was a relief to 
state employees and legislatora alike. . . 
Lee Jackson, president of the Kentucky AssOCllltion 
of State Employees, applauded the decision after hav-
ing hammered Jones the day before. 
''While state employees are willing to do their part to 
help the state through these tough economic times, we 
are not willing to accept sacrifices while otheIS do not," 
Jackson said. . . 
"Certainly I think he did the right thing," smd Sen. 
Fred Bradley of Frankfort, one of the -Senate's Demo-
cratic leaders and a member of the Capitol Caucus. "It 
was the only thing to do" in view of the state's.budget 
prnblell!S, h~ said. . ; . 
·''Jones' s"fat~ment said his primary motivation was re-
form of the state's health-care system. · 
• • -In· a, similar> effort· to· cleat'"the· way for· health care, 
Jones ·may- delay calling anoth~r special sessio!l, this 
one on government ethics, until after the sesSion _ on 
health care, Hable said yesterday, A few "'.eeks a~o, 
Jones signaled that he wanted to call the ethics session 
this month. But delaying it would accommodate the 
wishes of some legislators. 
''We now have a good ·package of ethics proposals 
adopted by the ethics task force," Hable said yesterd~y. 
"I think there will be a broad agreement on an ethics 
package. We can wait to deal with the ethics ~e until 
after the health-care session." 
and that the same practice should apply to political 
appointees not covered by the merit system.' LEXINGTON"HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON,"KY., THURSDAY. SEPTEMBER 3, 1992 
MIT~tudent.aid program held 
in \ii·o·1atio·11·7-of price~fixi ng ban 
Associated Presa educational cosm. MIT will appeal, into bidding wars for students with 
PHILADELPHIA - Massachu- · President Charles M. Vest said in a their financial aid offers, had affect-
setm Institute of. Technology violat- statement . ed about 3,000 students. 
ed a federal ban on price fixing by The issue in the case- was the "By entering into the Ivy Over-
sharing financiataid data with Ivy - Iyy Overlap Group, a cooperative lap Agreements, the member insti-
League coll~ilild using it to put - effort between .MIT and the Ivy· tuticins pllIJ)05efully removed, by 
together. aid"offeis-to students, a :Leagtre..~lsathrotigli·which for- agreement, price considerations and 
judge ruled yesterday.·· , ,,., mulas:w'ere'setjup to ,make sure.a. price competition for. an Overlap 
Chief U.S. 'Pistrict Judge Louis '. · 'student. who ,applied to ·more ·than school education," Bechtle wrote. · 
C. Bechtle's-or4m'iibars Mrl',,:fromt ~one"schooi1'11!11Wd ~,pffered. th«)_,_; ,-:,'Theciudge:rejected MIT's· argu; 
"any -comliiiiatlon ·or conspiracy'.'' same .financial aid by eaclrscboi>L-, . .menm that its financial aid program 
with any otherimllege on grants to The 35-year-old practice, intend- · is a charity, rather than.a commer, 
any studeittJ§: , tuition . '?! other ed to prevt,11_! _ schools from ~ · cial enterprise: _ · · ; 
- - --=A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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UK ranked as 15th-best buy for 
out-of-state students 
By Eric Gregory 
Herald-Leader staff writer 
The University of Kentucky is 
ranked 15th in the nation. And, no, 
it's not a basketball poll. 
Money magazine has listed UK 
as the 15th-best college buy in the 
nation for out-of-state students. The 
list includes both public and private 
schools. 
''This must mean we're on the 
rii;ht track, w_e're making progress," 
said UK President Charles Wething-
ton. "It's very, very good news." 
Especially since UK didn't crack 
the top 1()() last year, noted Money 
spokeswoman Patti Straus. "It's an 
incredible jump." 
In 1990, the school was 39th on · 
the list of top 100 public schools. 
Money didn't combine the public 
and private lists until last year. 
Each year, Money analyzes sev-
eral factors in ranking colleges 
including tuition and fees, student'. 
to-faculty ratios, entrance exam re-
sults and graduation rates. 
But it's not clear why UK made 
the list this year, if you look at 
Money statistics over the last.year. 
Tuition has increased ·slightly; 
room and board rates are up; the 
student-to-faculty ratio is the same; 
and the percentage of students who 
graduate in five years or less is 
down, as well as the percentage of 
students receiving financial aid. 
The article's author could not be 
reached. · 
Straus said one factor that could 
have caused the jump is the aver-
age amount of money students can 
get in financial aid Last year it was 
$ll8. This year it is $799. 
UK Admissions Director Joe 
Fink cited the school's commitment 
to attracting more National Merit 
Scholars. UK had 48 last · year, . 
compared with 26 in 1990 and 13 in 
1986. 
Other Kentucky schools that 
made the top 100 are Bellarmine 
College in Louisville (64th) and 
Centre College in Danville (68th~ 
Transylvania University in Lex-
ington was noted for having a high 
percentage of graduates who enter 
law school (12 percent), and for· 
awarding more money in non-need-
oased scholarships for all-students 
who qualify ($2,559). 
Union College in Barbourville 
was ranked fourth among the · 
schools that pay the lowest average 
salaries to full professors ($28,500). 
In the "eight unbeatable deals" 
category, Money listed Berea Col-
lege in Madison County, where 
students take on-campus jobs in 
lieu of paying tuition. . 
• The third annuaJ~jjest College _ 
Buys" issue should 'hit'newsstands · 
Tuesday. · 
L1:XINGT<lN HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY., THURSDAY. SEPTEMBER 3: 1992 
OVC may add league for footbali 
By Rick Balley 
Herald-Leader staff writer 
New OVC schools must compete 
in all other Division I sports spon-
sored by the conference. 
The Ohio Valley Conference 
hopes to expand its membership 
and then create two Division I-AA 
football leagues by the 1994 season. 
"The presidents put a lot of 
thought and discussion behind 
this," said Roy Kidd, athletic direc-
tor and football coach at Eastern 
Kentucky. Facing an uncertain economic 
furure and changing NCAA legisla-
tion, the OVC presidents yesterday 
approved plans for two leagues and 
directed Commissioner Dan Beebe 
to seek new conference members. 
Following expansion, the OVC 
will develop the two leagues, ac-
cording to guidelines issued by the 
presidents after their two-day meet-
i,1g in Brentwood, Tenn. 
"They want to save the OVC. 
We don't know what will happen in 
the future, but they went at it right 
with these options. 
"I'm glad to see the OVC retain 
the maximum number of scholar-
ships." 
Yesterday's action could open 
the way for W estem Kentucky to 
return to the OVC. 
One league will retain the maxi, 
mum number of Division I-AA 
football scholarships (63 by 1994) 
with a minimum of 44 full grants. 
But because the Hilltoppers 
would _have to return in all sports, 
they might decide to stay in the Sun 
Belt Conference and seek another 
affiliation for their struggling foot-
ball program. They left the OVC in 
1982 for the more prestigious (at the 
The new league will not have 
any minimum scholarship require-
ments. Other guidelines will be 
developed by the new league's 
members. 
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UK CALLED A TOP SCHOOL 
Berea College named 
one of the best buys 
By JODI PERRAS 
Associated Press 
INDIANAPOLIS - Berea Col-
lege was named one of the best 
buys in education by Money 
Magazine, and three other Ken-
tucky colleges made the maga-
zine's list of America's 100 best 
colleges. 
Just across the river in Indi-
ana, Hanover College, a school 
tough on academics but relative-
ly easy on the pocketbook, ranks 
fourth on the list in the maga-
zine's third annual Money Guide. 
Berea was not eligible for the 
top 100 list because its students 
pay their tuition by working on 
campus, maintaining the school, 
running a restaurant and selling 
crafts. 
The top 100 includes the Uni-
versity of Kentucky (No. 15), Bel-
larmine College in Louisville 
(No, 64) and Centre College in 
Danville (No. 68). 
The magazine said Hanover's 
$78 million endowment - per 
student, it's among the top 10 
percent nationally - helps keep 
tuition, room, board and fees to 
$10,225 a year. 
Money also complimented the 
private, liberal-arts college along 
the Ohio River on its new core 
curriculum that requires all stu-
dents to take classes. iil philos-
ophy and theology and four se-
mesters of foreign language, The 
school requires seniors to pass 
comprehensive exams in their 
majors. Many professors record 
attendance and'lower the grades 
of students who cut too many 
classes, the magazine noted. 
Hanover has one faculty mem-
ber for every 13 students, and 
nearly all the students and 60 
percent of the faculty live on the 
picturesque campus near Madi-
son. 
The 1,070 students at the Pres-
byterian-affiliated college have 
an average Scholastic Aptitude 
Test score of 1055, 
The magazine did find Han-
over's population lacks diversity, 
Sixty percent of incoming fresh-
men are Hoosiers, and 25 per-
cent come from neighboring 
Kentucky or Ohio. Just 2.3 per-
cent are black or Hispanic. 
Hanover is trying to draw from 
a broader geographic area and 
attract more minorities, said 
Charles Flynn Jr., Hanover's aca-
demic dean. 
Other Indiana colleges on 
Money's list were Wabash Col-
lege at No. 32, Purdue University 
at No. 56 and Indiana Universi-
ty's Bloomington campus at No. 
89. 
Houston's Rice University, 
which has one faculty member 
for every nine students, topped 
the survey. 
Money used 16 factors in its 
rankings, including student-to-
faculty ratio, average SAT 
scores, . default rate on student 
loans, graduation rate, student 
services budgets, and alumni 
business success, based on Stan-
dard &·Poor's Register of Corpo-
rations, Directors and Execu-
tives. 
time) Sun Belt, which doesn't have 
football. 
Budget cuts in state spending 
almost cost the Hilltoppers their 
football program this spring. West-
em has been seeking an alliance of 
schools facing similar financial 
problems. 
Western officials could not be· 
reached for comment yesterday. 
"This isn't a football-only situa• 
tion," Beebe said. "New schools will 
have to compete in all sports." 
Beebe said Wes tern would have 
to decide its future. "But we believe 
they can get back in· the OVC this 
way," he said. 
Beebe said the presidents of the 
nine OVC schools "came to the 
conclusion that this was a good 
· compromise position.• 
While Eastern Kentucky and 
Middle Tennessee State have· be-
come the dominant football powers 
in recent years, Beebe said the other 
schools "have shown far too much 
interest for staying in the hunt of 
the top level of I-AA football." 
Beebe said he would begin.ex-
ploring expansion possibilities with 
"schools in our area," but he de-
clined to identify any-. 
The OVC's development com-
mittee will review his list. Beebe 
then will visit each campus and 
invite its administration to apply 
for membership. 
The OVC sponsors six men's 
and six women's sports. To comply 
with· new NCAA requirements, the 
OVC will add men's track and field, 
and women's softball for the 1993-
94 academic year. 
. 'Msu ARCHIVES .. 
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-----'PmJIONM•)tNJW----
.. -,, . .,_. D.on't :$tar,t·· :Che.ering;~.Y~t . . -· : '. . •, . ··-. . . .. , .. ~ •·. . ; . ' '; . . 
·w· :, ... ,,;-:}" liy)ilhhe fusS about,:; points in math'makes·headlines." 
' •: _ · i·poin~·or two gain .. ·. · .. But before anyone gets too ec, · 
_, . m natiorial ~cores ?n static, pt.it that tiny ''blip" up on 
the Scholastic Apti- .the charts against the slide that's 
tude Test- those SATs·so feared OCClllTed since-1969'. In little more 
by college-bound ~tudents? than 20 years, verbal· scores have 
The real news here is that for plummeted.40.·points, from 463 to 
the first time since 1985, the scores 423 this Y~- And math scores slid 
went up, a. break from an embar- from 493 m. 69 _to 176 .. That's what 
· rassing decline that has left the all the hand-wnngmg 1~ all a)Jout. 
nation's educators and the national The arrest of that d1smaymg 
administration red-faced. national slide· in the SA Ts is still 
. . · . no reason to cheer. And it's no call 
~ucation 1!1 the Uruted States.. , fqr:relaxinga r~ewed_national call 
-. viewed agamst a backdrop of for excellence in our. schools 
competition in a highly technical : · •. · 
global marketplace - is in trouble. 
And the SATs are just one indica-
tor of that worrisome condition. 
Given that picture, even a hike of 
one point in verbal scores and two 
This editorial is from the Valley 
Daily News of Kent, Wash. Guest 
editorials do ot necessarily reflect 
the viewpoint of the Herald-Leader. 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
• 
• 
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Scholar-athlete? Well .... 
' UK"~~ a step ~ack qn recntlting stilidkds' 
T- ~:;ii~~ d01t~f~!TI·; ~it_ ::_~:~~~t~~~~:~:: of him ---· is officially a priority ior players once they en-student at the University · =· rolled iff UK The recrilitment of 
of Kentucky. No doubt; he'll help Dent seems to break that pattern. 
immensely in UK's NCAA title · Dent spent three years at four 
quest. • _ different institutions, pursuing -his 
, But Dent's academic record sug- junior college degree; Three times, 
gests that UK has depPrted from he flunked,a1history class he need-
its recent recruiting- practices. . . ed to graduate .J?efqre finally pass-
:, . Since'UK hired Rick Pitino as ing it through '.a- "challenge exam" 
basketball-coach in 1989,c it has : 'i at anoth~;<:9\l~ge.:' .. , - - -- .. · - - •.--
made a serious effort to make sure · Maybe Dent will turn out to be 
its student-athletes-really are stu- a good -student after all. Maybe 
' dents. Then,PresidenfDavid Ro- Pitino's judgment.will turn out to 
selle; who· hired Pitino, insisted ,_.; be. solid,J,;001cing at,.the record,, . 
that UK.recruit players who could · though, you·have to ask: Would: . 
meet l.Jl('.s icaderi:iic standards and· : UK lfuve'gorte .. fo suchtrouJ?le for a 
make sure they did something aca- student.who wasn't a\m.cist 7 feet 
demic.01:u;e,they got there. Charles ·. ~ _tall and able to take it to the hole 
Wethington,· who succeeded R9-. . with'power?:·· . ·. : _ ,... ·.c : • . . 
~Ile, has done. lik~wise: -. · .: <_ 'rhe answer is painfully' obvi-
; Ori the whofo,: Pitino has siuc~ · ous. · · 
THE COURIER✓OURNAL,.FRIDAY. SEPTEMBER !I, 1992 
"Right now, all of our·•members 
have li:ulicated'thfy-'Wailt-t<i stay at· 
the· maximum -funding-. levelllt he·• 
said. "But what' happerur=if gender-' 
i equity is defined as 50-50 funding 
.. ·~., -,~i'•.r---; - ,.._ 
schedule and continue playing !lie;.:; 
likes of F1orida Staie and Nebraska..,~: 
.• BRENlWOOD;-Tenn... ---Presi- -
·dents .of the.Ohio Valley Conference 
on Wednesday-came-up with·en111- · 
novative approach. to .• expansion, 
one designed for niaximum f!exibil- \ 
ity in ·scholarship funding•lin!l fu- l 
· heduling · . '· .. tu.re SC w •• ......._.. •,, ... .,:J. ~-:,,...,. ..,,;~ 
The presidents announced expan-
sion plans-for-1994. that.,u,11;lu~e .a•, 
football l~~e,wit!Ji!!.•a-leagiia,,!=(ln-
cept. -· _ / . . <_ _ -__ 
Under the plan,SCA/;lols mustoffer . 
between-44 and.&a,fl>otball scholar-
ships to remain:~}~· OVC ~ jt. 
now exists,.Thea'!I new:NCAA D1~-~i 
sion I-AA league without minlm_urn" 
· scholarship levels willbe formed by·· 
the OVC, Each OV.C.schoo\_lllld P~ . 
·spective members:will choo5i! which:;' 
league it wants to compete: 111.,. 
ovc commissioner Dan Beebe-
said the new-concept-maiotaiils ihe·-
conference framework.:whlle 'giving. 
schools more indepi!iidetti:lr regank 
mg.future footb~~- ",.-_· :--, 
1 for men's and women's·athletics, or 
if there are further cuts in state 
funding? · · · · 
"I .think football is unf9rtunately .. 
and unjustly targeted, but there's no 
question it is our biggest expense; 
and the presidents wanted,:to have •1 
some; flexibililY: to;~ \riith-·.it.'.'. '. 1 ·~ nie plimif desigiietl"to accommo-
date all members, from those in fi-
nancial,.straits to the oiJes.,wishing 
to play more "money games/' . . 
· Middle Tennessee. and .Eastern 
Kentutjty, for example; ·want OVC 
football ,to remain:.as.strong as pos-
sible._. Middl_e, -~cli .has ,explored 
joining either. leagues, wouJ,d be in 
· position . .to~play__:a_stronger home 
Beebe said it also-addresses -a -
Tennessee · State - proposal thaG, 
called·for divisional-play;·allowing-., 
Tennessee State to schedule.more•;; 
historically black -~~i.!!. the,.,fu•,~, 
ture· ' ' · ' ff '1 ·$'9 --, . ,_ ~ : ~ ., ... L~~ .f ;_ 
Beebe did not say-which·or·how-; 
many prospective. members the, 
OVC is interested·in;-·But-the·OVC• 
presiderits_'se11t1• ct~\!'l~IIP:}to_:~ 
former corifetence,member•Westem,! 
Kentucky that it.w0111d'._bav!tci:re-•; 
join in all· sportsi1:~er··schools'l 
whose names came,:· up,.lnc!µi!_ed..J 
Samford, Troy state,and -Jackson-> 
ville State.· -_!,:jg;_"'.;c ·. f~Tul :1 
- --- -- ----'-,r!, 
illL Th!~Y AR.CHIVES 
, ,4-a.;i- 3 _qq .q ~4 .. 
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U of L Foundation 
increases assets 
by $100 million 
By BEN Z. HERSHBERG, Staff Writer 
Fiscal y.., 11190-91 
Arts and Sciences .......... .$553,833 
Allied Heallh ..••......•...•.. -.... 31,540 
S,,siness ....................... - ••• 461,311 • ·~ 
~ Oentistry. ............................ 92,575 
H t Education ........................... 133,062 
f Gra<iJa!e--··-......... -........... 53,499 
;1 !' Law ............................ ·-·····303,717 
Mecfcine ......................... 3,794,509 
Music ............................... _.193,994 
,1 
Before coming to Louisville from California in 1981, University 
of Louisville President Donald Swain says, he had no experience 
in fund-raising. But Swain has learned well at U of L 'l 
During his tenure and due largely to his efforts, the U of L 1 
Foundation has grown from about $46 million to $146.6 million 
Nursing .•••• _ •. : ..•• _ ................ 90,399 
Preparatay Division.: ..••••••.. 10,625 
Speed Scientific Schcol... •. 452,636 
Urban and PublicAlfairs .... 125,939 
- most if it from major fund-raising campaigns and improved 
earnings on the foundation's assets. Private donors also have 
been generous, giving the foundation about $10 million a year in 
recent years. 
L!braries ..••.••....••..••••.••..•...• 433,785 
His work on the foundation's behalf hasn't been without con-
troversy. During the past two years Swain has spent an estimat-
ed $114,000 in foundation funds for entertainment, with the ap- !li 
proval of the foundation's board, even while the university has ■ Just over $20 million of the 
laid off employees_ and cut salaries to accommodate significant foundation's assets . are current 
cuts in its state budget. fu!lds that can be used only within 
But the, overall growth of the endowment, Swain says, is a the year after they're contnlluted, 
legacy that he began with confidence. · and only if the board approves. But 
"One of the things. 1 always thought I could do for U of L is , foundation policy generally is to 
leave a much strengthened endow- spend the interest earned on those 
ment," Swain said. funds and hold on to the principle. 
The Courier-Journal recently re- .. While Swain ;ieads fund-raising 
viewed foundation financial reports efforts for U of L, he doesn't man-
and . discussed the operation with age the foundation alone, It's run by 
Swain and other members of the an 11-member board of directors 
foundation board. The reports that includes four U of L trustees 
showed that: and six people from outside the uni-
■ The U of L Foundation, which versity. · 
oversees endowment funds and oth- Prior to July 1, the foundation's 
er private contributions to the uni- board had 17 members, and the ma-
versity, has. continued to grow rap- jority, were trustees and university 
idly despite a poor economy. Its as- emplayees. · ' 
sets, primarily stocks and bonds, to- Hank Wagner, president of Jew-
taled $146.6 million as of March, up ish Hospital and chairman of the 
from $131.7 million on June 30, boardoftheUofLFoundation,said 
1991. members decided to change its 
■ The growth has come from con• makeup to coincide with the new 
tributors and from investment earn- university trustee appointments by 
ings that have averaged 12.6 percent Gov. Brereton Jones. 
a year for the three years ending The foundation board also was 
June 30, 1991. That was the 45th aware that it might have to comply 
best performance among 304 uni- with new state open-meetings laws 
versity foundations that participated if its membership included a major• 
in a national survey, said Larry ity of university trustees and em-
Owsley, U of L's chief financial offi- ployees, Wagner said. 
cer. The foundation board chooses 
■While the U ofL Foundation is and monitors the four or five invest-
dwarfed by endowments at some of ment firms that manage foundation 
the nation's largest universities, assets, Wagner said. It also reviews 
such as Harvard University's $5 bil• and approves Swain's plans for us-
lion endowment, it has become one ing foundation funds. · 
of the major foundations among "The over-arching pwpose of the 
those affiliated with state-supported foundation is to provide .. resources 
schools, according to a survey by · for academic purposes." Swain 
the National Association of College said. That includes salary supple-
and University Business Officers. , ments to attract distinguished pro-
As of June 30, 1991, a survey of fessors, some scholarship funds to 
106 public universities ranked the attract better students and money to 
U of L Foundation 20th based on encourage faculty research. 
foundation assets as compared to Each year the foundation gives 
full-time student enrollment. The the university money based on the 
University of Kentucky's $84.8 niiJ: average. amount' of its endowment 
lion endowment•ranked 66th. ··. · in the three previous years. Most of 
■ Nearly $126 million of the the money goes· to university: de-
U of L Foundation's assets are en- . =;;!~~oiii~~~ con-
dowments that are restricted so that 
only the in_ terest can be spent and .It also gives the university any in• terest earned on its current funds -
~~~~ ~'t~~~e!,;!;!~ =~i -A service of the Office of Media Relations-
~ rlic:tincn1i~hM___nmf~c:m-- .. .. ,_ .. 
President• Offia,_ __ ... ..$428,989 
1'811011181...--,---·293.905 
WUOL Radia.~---·61,699 
Pravcst ......... _ .. _ ................. 93,302 
Adiniris1ralion-................... 15,621 
Plauing & Bµdget..---17,081 Uriversity Colnal.;.;.. ____ .9,249 
lnfonnalian 'lld■~---53,690 
Development:... ......... _673, 164 
Alumni. ... _. ____ ___-•• 439,032 
UM'<llsily Rela!ianL-.:__ 127, 131 
Student Housing.__;_ ...... 135,000 
lnlemalional Cenlac..----·· .. ,7,272 
Fotl'ldatian M1,islia1ba....229,7J9 1 
G!'aMlneyw Awalds---.55.073 s 
Uriversity cu, & . ) 
Allltlli~-186,896 j 
~.... - •• 1,808 
... STAf! ClHNlf IIY MS l<ENDAU. 
money which generally isn't 1 
stricted to a particular use. It al 
disburses some -annual contrib 
tions that are earmarked for speci 
purposes. 
In the year ending June 30, 19! 
the most recent· period for whi 
such information is available, neai 
$8.3 million of foundation mon 
went to the university to support 
schools, colleges, student servic 
and financial aid. Another $2.8 m 
lion went to administrative and su 
porting services, including the C 
velopment Office, · which g 
$673,000 to help raise more mon 
from contributors. 
Swain also provided $175,000 
foundation funds to support 37 fa 
ulty research projects. 
While Swain's· research suppc 
won accolades from faculty me1 
bers, the money he spent for ente 
tainment - about $49,000 last ye. 
and $65,000 in the previous year , 
raised questions from faculty ai 
staff employees. 
The faculty senate, responding · 
the costs of such foundation-SU 
ported entertainment, called la 
April for the elimination of "oste: 
tatious entertaining, whatever its r 
tionale and whatever the source , 
funds that .support it." 
One professor, Rose Dagirmai 
jian, head of the local chapter of tl 
American Association of Universi1 
Professors, even questioned if a re 
budget problem exists at U of L. 
.. At a trustees'- meeting last Yell 
Dagirmanjian said ''that just the t 
vestment returns on a $100 millic 
foundation would have taken ca 
of the whole budget problem," sl 
recalled recently. 
Swain said he;s proud of tl 
foundation's growth d~ his te1 
~·~\!he wants it to'keep grov 
mg,• ~ he · won't use·:,fiJundatio 
money'a,.; augment regul'ar, opera 
Ing e&jM!ill ! .... . . .... ~ ,, ... 
"I believe theJong-term interes1 
of the uni,e1sity are not to subst 
tute - foundation· funds for wlu 
should come from th!! state· hud1 
.,,,, sw,.;.,..,,..;.&e.-..._~ .. ~ •· .'!ii~ . Ji ~c:::::::ar,,i .,j!W .. ~ • ..1 
$114,000 spent on entertaining at U of L 
Faculty objects 
to president's 
use of money 
Associaled Press 
LOUISVILLE - During the IJ 
years Donald Swain has been presi-
dent of the University of Louisville, 
the lJ of L Foundation has more 
than tripled, but Swain's work in 
the foundation's IJ<,half hasn't been 
without contnl\'ersy. 
Swain has spent about $114.000 
in foundation money for entertain-
ment during the last two years, 
with the foundation board's approv-
al. lint at the same time the univer-
sity has laid off employees and cut 
salaries to accommodate cuts in the 
state budget. 
During his tenure, the founda-
tion has grown from about $•16 
million to $146.6 million. most of it 
from major fund-rnising campaigns 
and improved earnings on the roun-
dat ion's assets. 
Private donors have given the 
foundation about $10 million a year 
in recent years. 
Th<' lJ of L Foundation, whi.-h 
oversees endowment funds and oth-
er private contributions to the uni-
versity, has continued to grow rap-
idly despite a poor economy. Its 
assets, primarily stocks and bonds, 
totaled $146.6 million as of March, 
up from $131.7 million on June :10, 
1991, The Courier-Journal found in 
reviewing foundation financial re-
ports. 
The growth has come from 
contributors and from investment 
earnings that have averaged 12.6 
percent a year for the three years 
ending June 30, 1991. That was the 
45th-best performance among 304 
university foundations that partici-
pated in a national survey, said 
Larry Owsley, U of L's chief finan-
cial officer. 
Although the U of L Foundation 
is dwarfed by those at some of the 
nation's · universities - Harvard 
University has a $5 billion endow-
ment, for example - it has become 
one of the major foundations among 
those affiliated with state-supported 
schools, according to a survey by 
the National Association of College 
and University Business Officers. 
As of June 30, 1991, a survey of 
106 public universities ranked the 
U of L Foundation 20th, based on 
foundation assets in relation to full-
time student enrollment The Uni-
versity of Kentucky's $84.8 million 
endowment ranked 66th. 
Although Swain leads fund-rais-
ing efforts for U of L, he ·doesn't 
manage the foundation alone. It is 
run by an 11-member board of 
directors that includes four U of L 
trustees and six people from outside 
the university. 
"The over-arching purpose of 
the foundation is to provide re-
sources for academic purposes," 
Swain said. That includes salary 
supplements to attract distin-
guished professors, some scholar-
ship funds to attract better students 
and money to encourage faculty 
research. 
Each year, the foundation gives 
the university money based on the 
average amount of its endowment 
in the three previous years. Most of 
the money goes to university de-
partments for uses specified by 
contributors to the endowment. 
It also gives the uni_versity any 
interest earned on its current funds 
- money which generally isn't 
restricted to a particular use. It also 
disburses some annual contribu-
tions that are earmarked for specific 
purposes. 
In the year ending June 30, 
1991, the most recent period for 
which suchJnformation is available, 
nearly $8.3 million of foundation 
money went to the university to 
support its schools, colleges, stu-
dent services and financial aid. An 
additional $2.8 million went to ad-
ministrative and supporting serv-
ices, including the Development Of-
fice, which got $673,000 to help 
raise more money from contribu-
tors. 
Swain also provided $175,000 in 
foundation money to support 37 
· faculty research projects. 
While Swain's research support 
won accolades from faculty mem-
bers, the money he spent for enter-
tainment - about $49,000 last year 
and $65,000 in the previous year -
raised questions from faculty and 
staff employees. 
One professor, Rose Dagirman-
jian, head of the local chapter of the 
American Association of University 
Professors, questioned whether a 
real budget problem exists at 
U of L. 
At a trustees' meeting last year, 
Dagirmanjian said that "just the 
investment returns on a $100 mil-
lion foundation would have taken 
care of the whole budget problem." 
--~!: COURIE~-JCUANAL. TUESDAY SEPTEMBER 8. 1992 
UK buildings reopened after leak 
LEXINGTON, Ky. - Five University of Kentucky buildings that 
were closed because of a gas leak were reopened yesterday after-
noon, campus police said. 
Because of the Labor Day holiday, the buildings were not going 
co be used until today, police said. 
The Chemistry-Physics Building was evacuated Sunday morn-
ing, and Rose Street was cordoned off for more than t~ree hours 
as hazardous-materials workers from the Lexington f1re depan-
mem sealed the leak and secured the building, officials said. 
The gas, hydrogen sulfide. can be _fatal. Lt. Ralph Quillen_ s~id. 
Firefighters wore protective gear while chey entered the building 
to contain the leak. 
Three people were examined at UK's Albert 8. Chandler Medi-
cal Center as a precaution and dismissed, a hospital spokeswom-
an said. 
The leak occurred during a 7:30 a.m. experiment that two stu-
dents were conducting using the gas, UK spokesman Ralph Der-
ickson said. 
The Sunday Independent. Ashland. Kentucky September 6. 1992 
Some college students 
upset by ban from bars 
By J tM ROBINSON 
OF T HE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
MOREHEAD - A new regu-
lation banning 21-year-olds 
from bars has some college 
students in Morehead upset. 
"Now. if you're under 21 
a nd not in a fraternity out 
here. you really have nothing 
to do,·• said Adam Cochran, an 
18-year-old Morehead State 
University freshman from 
Greenup. 
The new regu lat ion went 
into effect last Tuesday. Au-
thored by the state Alcohol 
Beverage Control Commission, 
it did away with a law that al-
lowed 18-, 19- and 20-year-olds 
in bars as long as they didn't 
drink alcoholic beverages. 
The legal drinking age in 
Kentucky is 21. 
Many MSU students in that 
18-21 category have been fre-
quenting a bar a block from 
campus to dance. 
"[ always look forward to 
going out with my friends, 
and there's still fraternity par-
ties we can go to. but we re-
ally like going to the bars to 
dance." said Stephanie 
Thompson , an 18-year-old 
sophomore from Lawrence-
burg. 
Chando Mapoma. president 
of MSU's Student Government 
Association , said Thursday 
that he's had upset students 
ask about what can be done to 
change the law. 
·Tm not too happy with it 
because a lot of s tudents have 
no place to go,· · he said. 
The new regulation will re-
main in effect until 1994. The 
General Assembly could then 
make a chan ge. 
Minors will be allowed only 
into businesses that serve li-
quor and receive 35 percent of 
their revenues from food sales. 
Last year . MSU students 
routinely packed a dance bar, 
Capone's, on Thursday nights. 
the traditional weekly party 
night for MSU students. Hands 
nf nMrnns under 21 were 
s tamped wi t h th e word 
"Under." Those 21 and over 
were stamped with the word 
"Over." 
During the summer. how-
ever, Capone's owner Doug 
Caskey converted the estab· 
lishment into a country bar 
and changed its name to the 
Country Club Lounge. Caskey 
has switched his other bar. 
Spanky's, from a country bar 
to a college bar. 
Caskey has said he's not 
upset with the new rule be-
cause it keeps him from hav-
ing to patrol inside the bar for 
minors who are drinking. 
Some students agree with him. 
1'If a guy's 22 years old and 
gcit four buddies who are 18, 
h~s going to get five beers 
arid take them to the table and 
let his buddies drink them," 
smd Rick Osborne. a 26-year-
ola senior from Columbus. 
Ohio. who said he approves of 
the new rule. 
paniel Townsend. a 19-year-
old sophomore from Mt. Ster-
ling, said he too thinks the 
new rule is a good idea be-
cause it will cut down on un-
derage drinking. 
:Mapoma said he sees some 
g~od from the new regulation. 
~ said it may promote more 
interest in on-campus events. 
;It also will make fraternities 
more popular. The organiza-
tions routinely host Thursday 
evening parties where alcohol 
is available. 
:,But fraternity parties aren't 
always a suitable replacement. 
said Thompson. 
•'f'm not a heavy drinker ... 
said Thompson. "I like to go 
out and dance and mingle. 
Some fraternity parties cater 
to that. Others don't." 
Thompson a nd other stu-
dents said they believe it will 
prompt a lot of people to get 
fake identification cards. 
Still. Mapoma said he be-
lieves MSU s tudents will be 
able to live with the new rule. 
"~orehead students are di-
verse." he said. " We're smart. 
We'll find out other ways to go 
out and have a good time." 
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER. LEXINGTON, KY 
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Who let those studeuts In? 
I was more than a little bemused to 
find that Republican Sen. Mitch McCon-
nell's office has proudly announced a 
5284.000 "Strengthening Institutions" 
grant to Morehead State University, with 
the apparent goal of teaching illiterate or 
semiliterate college students to write. An-
other goal, according to the announce-
ment, is to "help faculty by showing how 
to put writing a:;signments into their 
syllabuses." 
Assuming the MSU faculty - or at 
lease its administrators - already possess 
some basic writing skills, one might think 
a single terse memorandum would effect 
the desired impact on courses; but of 
course, a memo wouldn't generate nearly 
as much money as a federal grant. 
McConnell's obvious pride in deliver-
ing one more cub of political pork to his 
constituents is reason enough to remember 
the name of his opponent when "Mad 
Mitch" runs for re-election. And by deliv-
ering more than a quaner of a million 
raxpayer dollars for such a ludicrous 
project. he has certainly relinquished all 
rights to criticize "tax and spend Demo-
crats." 
Maybe you could sic an investigative 
reporter to research the trio of questions 
I'd love to have answered: 
What are the youngsters who can't 
write doing at Morehead State University? 
Who enrolled them? 
How oome whomever enrolled them 
still has a job? .,.-:.. • • · · •., 
ROBERT L SWAN 
' ... , - '- __ ...J 
Se.. +. 10 l'1'1.:2. 
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UK, community college enrollment 
rises; number of blacks sets record· 
By RICHARD Wll.SON 
Staff Writer 
LEXINGTON, Ky. - Toe Univer-
sity of Kentucky will have a fall en-
rollment of 72,275, with a slight in• 
crease among UK's two-year com-
munity colleges and a record num-
ber of African-American students. 
leges could have grown even more students also continued to increase, 
if recent budget cuts had not re- both on the Lexington campus and 
quired officials.to "manage" enroll•· in the community colleges. About 
ments. "Toe community colleges 1,000 African Americans,. a record 
just could not add all the class sec- number, enrolled on the main c:am-
tions they needed because budget pus, up about 4. 7 percent from'. last. 
constraints prohibited hiring facul• year. Toe increase is expected.to.be, 
ty, and In some colleges there are In the range of 6 to 7 percent in:the.• 
• • • space limitations," Carr said. community colleges. 
Preliminary figures released yes-
terday show that the 14 community 
colleges enrolled about 48,100 stu-
dents, about 4 percent more than 
_last year. Toe main campus had an 
enrollment of 24,175, up slightly 
from last fall's. 24,132 students. Toe 
universitywide increase was 3 per-
cent. 
During the past decade, growth In Graduate-school enrollment· also· 
the two-year schools has sometime reached an all-time high, increasing' 
exceeded 15 percent annually. by 3.7 percent to about 5,100;:··· 
On its Lexington campus, UK re- Toe number of first-time students 
Community College Chancellor 
Ben Carr said the community col• 
ported that average ACT scores for at Lexington dropped about 10 per-
freshmeri climbed to 24.3 from 23.9 cent, from last year's 2,836 to about 
last year. Toe class Includes 136 2,550. Toe key reason for ·the' 'de-
high school valedictorians and salu- cline, officials said, was that Ken• 
tatorians, 44 National Merit Schol• lucky high schools graduated';lhe 
ars and 113 Governor's Scholars. smallest number of seniom.:bi:,re, 
Toe number of African-American cent years. ·::·.; 
lJK ,enro11m enr,up-.. ·~ 
despi_te tight budget 
By Eric Gregory . 
Herald-Leader education writer 
Enrollment continues to reach 
records at the University of Ken-
tucky, with 72,'Z75 students regis-
tered this fall at the Lexington 
campus and the school's 14 commu-
nity colleges. 
But it could have been more. 
Community colleges have not 
been able to keep up with surging 
enrollments because of budget con, ' 
strain ts,, said Ben Carr, chancellor 
of the community college system. 
Less money means fewer teach-
ers can be hired, Carr said, so the 
community colleges could not add 
more class sections. And some col-
leg~-are crunched for space. 
The schools are having to 
"manage" their enrollments and 
keep the increases low, Carr said. 
Unlike the other state universi-
ties, the community colleges have 
been spared the budget ax. But they 
are not getting any increases in 
money this fiscal year and only a 3 
percent increase in the second year 
of the budget plan. 
That hurts, Carr said, when 
coupled with the phenomenal 
growth rate the community colleges 
have experienced in the last decade. 
Last year, enrollment was up 10 
percent compared with 4 percent 
this year. 
UK announced its preliminary 
enrollment figures yesterday. 
On the Lexington campus, 
24,175 students signed up for class-
es, compared with 24,132 this time 
last year. 
·The number of first-year stu-
dents on the main campus is down 
about 10 percent, however, from 
2,836 students to about 2,550. UK 
said that is because there were 
fewer graduating seniors in the 
state this year: . -
About 48,100 students are at-
tending the community colleges, 
compared with 46,069 a year ago. 
The total ,increase for the uni-
versity. is about 3 percent 
UK.also continued to get better-
qualified freshmen: · · · 
• The average ACT score for 
first-year students is 24,3, up from. 
23.9 last year, About 75 i>e=nt of. 
this year's entering class had ACT 
scores of. 22 or above,: compared 
witlt an ·average · score of 21 last 
year. . 
• Average high -scliool grade-
point,. averages for freshmen in-
creased slightly. from 3.23 to 3.29. 
There are 136 high school valedic, 
torians and salutatorians enrolled 
this fall 
• F~-four .Natiimal · .Mei:it 
Scholars enrolled-at UK; d'own fiiin, 
48 a y_ear 'ai<CBut 113 Goyemoiis .. 
Scholais a-.:. outstan.i;na. x-n,rl,v 
high school.studenis'i!~• 
IllfD;,;giving UK. !lie-.~~, 
tate,. school · •· ., ·' · ·' .,;~r-, s . .· '·. _· ., .• . .• 
UK also increased ~• of black students . thro ' · • ·, ., 
system. About 1,000 bla~i 
at the Lexington campus, ~~ 
with 955 .. last year, n~l~f 
percent ·:increase. The ro _.. . ' 
colleges are · expecting a 7 "or'·g· 
percent black enrollment · 
UK's graduate schoo"r' Jalso · 
reached an all-time high with about . 
5,100 students, a 3.7 pen:entAn•,; 
crease. · · ¥--~ 
Meanwhile, other state si:fiools'· 
also are expecting recont~enront 
ments. 
Eastern Kentucky University is 
expecting at least 17,000 students · 
ihis year, up from• 16,531 last year. 
said spokesman Ron Harrell:'. · -~ · 
Murray State University had·its· 
second-highest enrollment last.year 
with 8,328 stud~ts: said ~-Bry;-: 
an, dean of admissions. This year 
will probably top that, he said,-..;, .. _ 
Northern· 'Kentucky Uitlvers~tf 
keeps setting a record each,:;year,; 
said spok"esman Rick Meyersimierel 
are_ ·n,96& students -enrcitr€il}'-tliist 
year, up nearly 4 percent" friim las~ 
fall · · · · '-,~•1• ·-· · · 
• ··:11ie U)iiversify-oC~e,: 
· however, is. projecting a 3 pen:ent 
·-~.ii\ ·eD!'ollment froin last.year,' 
saJd · spokesman John Drees; But 
that's part of the plan. · ';- · ·· . '. t ~;.1· ••• 
The university ls-~~ jn •. , 
crease the number of. gradt¢!\:stll.': 
dents while decreasing the 'niimlier 
of-·imdergradua!fS· ll!ld fu.e;,~ 
student population, he satd'.~. '. · 
~- . --~~~ ..... -
Enrolhnent figures waii:·oot 
avmlable at Westan ~Viii-. 
versity, KenJ:ndcy State "Umversity 
·. an~--~~Pifd Slate_.Ubiw~~/5. 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
• 
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Georgetown College listed in 'best buys' 
GEORGETOWN - "Barron's Best Buys in College Education" 
has named Georgetown College as one of its top 300 schools where 
students get their money's worth. 
"Barron's" second-edition guide is based on answers to question-
naires from college personnel and students. It contains the latest data 
on public and private tuition, admissions standards, financial aid. 
academic programs, campus life and the student body. 
Georgetown President William H. Crouch called the recognition 
an honor and said it is "truly a tribute to the excellt!nce of our faculty, 
staff, student body and alumni." 
Founded in 1829, Georgetown College is a private. four-year 
liberal arts college in Scott County. It is affiliated with the Kentucky 
Baptist Convention. 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL, THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 10. 1992 
Professor to get Acorn Award 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Raymond F. Betts, a University of Ken-
tucky history professor, will receive the first annual Acom Award 
for outstanding college teaching from the Kentucky Advocates for 
Higher Education. 
The award, which includes a $5,000 honorarium, will be pre-
sented Sunday in Lexington during the Governor's Conference on 
Higher Education. 
Al\.\...IlJ. V 1.:u.:1 
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Student-loan defaulters face wag~ loss 
Herald-Leader staff report Debtors will be given the lected $37 million. 
Students who have defaulted on chance to inspect loan records and Students are supposed to begin 
their Kentucky Higher Education request an administrative hearing paying back the loan 6 months after 
Assistance Authority loans now to dispute the debt or enter a they cease to be at least a part-time 
face having some of their wages repayment agreement with the student, Casey said. They pay on a 
withheld to repay their debt. authority, Casey said. monthly basis and have 10 years to 
Before this. year, the authority The authority expects to start repay the loans. · 
had to go through the court system garnisheeing debtors' wages - They default on the loans if 
to get such an ·order. about 10 percent of take-home pay they do not pay for 6 months. The 
But now the authority can order from each paycheck - until the lender then files a claim with the 
a debtor's employer to withhold loans are repaid. ~ authority, 
wages, because of a federal law Since 1978, when the loan pro- The authority is the 30th largest 
enacted last November and a state gram began, 30,705 students have student loan insurer in the country, 
regulation approved in August, said defaulted on $87 million in loans, but it ranks 21st in defaulted loan 
authority spokesman Rick Casey. Casey said, The authority lias col- collection, Casey said. 
THE COURIER-JOU.RNA~. FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 1992 . 
State gets tough on student debtors 
The agency that administers student loans in Kentucky said 
yesterday that it will take new steps to collect from deadbeats. 
People who have defaulted can have 10 percent of their tak~ 
home pay withheld until loans are repaid, the Kentucky Higher 
Education Assistance Authority said in a statement. Under a new 
federal law, the agency can bypass the courts and issue an order 
directly to a debtor's employer, the statement said. · . 
The rate of claimed defaults in Kentucky was 13 percent at the 
end of June, and the net rate after recoveries was 7.59 percent 
the agency said. National rates at the ·end of 1990 were 15.3 per'. 
cent and 10.4 percent, respectively, it said .. 
rHE COURIER-JOURNAL,,SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 13;·1992 
~aw requires colleges .to. provide crime sta_tistics 
1JON MARCUS 
:,sociated Press 
Dana Getzinger says she was na-
e and unsuspecting - a typical 
,liege student - when a stranger 
· a ski mask sneaked into her 
,om and tried to rape her while 
1e was a sophomore at the Univer-
ty of Georgia. 
Getzinger was stabbed and nearly 
'ed in the 1988 attack, which she 
ter learned was at least the fifth 
ithin three months on students in 
er neighborhood near the campus. 
"The universities tell you noth-
1g," she said, "Schools are placing 
greater importance on their image 
1an on student safety," 
More than 4,000 violent crimes -
mong them 16 murders and 493 
1pes - were reported last year to 
,curity officials at the nation's 580 
1rgest universities and colleges, 
he Associated Press found through 
review of figures being released 
1is month under a new·federal.dis-
1osure law. · 
This year, for the first tinie, tJie 
!deral Campus Security . Act: re-
uires all universities and colleges 
> provide students, faculty, staff 
nd prospective students and their 
-arents with crime statistics for the 
,revious three years, as well as a 
.escription of security procedures. 
The law covers 2,222 colleges and 
. niversities. Schools that don't com-
ly risk losing eligibility for federal 
noney. Many public institutions 
previously released such informa-
tion, but most private institutions 
kept it confidential. 
"Part of their sales pitch was, 
'Come to this idyllic, safe-appearing 
campus,' " said Dorothy Siegel, di-
rector of the Campus Violence Pre-
vention Center at Towson State Uni-
versity in Maryland. "They were not 
recognizing that gradually crime 
was creeping in." 
The schools surveyed by The AP 
enroll 5:6 million students ... The 
crime statistics are being handed 
out to students on most camp11ses 
this month, but some victim advo-
cates question their value. 
For instance, there were 42.3 re-
ported rapes per 100,000 people in 
America last year, according to the 
FBI. The schools surveyed by the 
AP reported 8.8 rapes per 100,000 
students, a figure that leaves some 
people dubious. 
"It misrepresents the reality," 
said Gail Abarbanel, director of the 
Santa Monica, Calif., Rape Treat-
ment Center and co-author of a 
book about sexual assault on cam-
pus. "It gives people the impression 
that rape isn't happening, when it's 
practically an epidemic." 
Abarbanel and others say stu-
dents share the blame for failing to 
report crime - particularly rapes 
committed by fellow students. And 
many incidents on campus are re-
ported to municipal officials,.not the . 
~A service of the Office of Media Relations-
school's security department. 
"The problem is not that the 
schools weren't reporting, _it's that 
students haven't been," said Carl 
Stokes, law enforcement director at 
the University of South Carolina in 
Columbia. 
Many crimes, including Get-
zinger's near-fatal stabbing, happen, 
off campus and go unreported by 
the schools. 
Six University of Florida and one 
community college student have 
been killed near the university's 
Gainesville campus since 1990, but 
the crime statistics given students 
say there were no murders. 
"We haven't done anything to ob-
scure the fact that the murders oc-
curred in the city of Gainesville,'' 
said Joe.Kays, a school spokesman. 
"Technically, a University of Florida 
student could have been murdered 
in Ocala. Does that fall within the 
purview of the reporting require-
ments?" 
• The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky Saturday, September 12. 1992 
Slowed growth? 
Community college enrollment may 
have been thwarted by budget woes 
Fall enrollment at Ken-
tucky's· community colleges 
did not experience the same 
robust growth that it has in 
recent years, and• a major 
reason may be budget con-
straints imposed on the 14 
two-year campuses. Fewer 
class offerings may have pre-
vented some students from 
taking the courses they need-
ed or wanted. 
About 48,100 students have 
enrolled for fall classes at the 
University of Kentucky's 
community colleges, up more 
than 4 :percent from. 46,069 a 
year ago; however, in· some 
recent years, enrollment has 
jumped· by as much as 15 per-
cent. 
While the community col-
leges still have an "open 
door" policy that allows any 
Kentucky high school gradu-
ate to enter, Community Col-
lege Chancellor Ben Carr 
says budget constraints 
forced many of the schools to 
"manage" their enrollments. · 
"The community colleges 
just could not add all the 
class sections they needed be-
cause budget constraints pro-
hibited hiring faculty, and in 
some colleges there are facili-
ties and space limitations," 
Carr said. 
Because budget limitations 
have forced all of the state's 
universities and colleges to 
limit class offerings, many 
students have · had difficulty 
scheduling the classes they 
want, but the problem may 
be more severe at the state's 
two-year colleges. Many com-
munity college students at-
tend part-time and must 
schedule classes around work 
schedules and other obliga-
tions. If the ori.ly times cer-
tain classes are offered con-
flict with their work sched-
ules, they can't enroll. Fewer 
course offerings also means 
classes are quickly filled, and 
those who register late find 
there are no openings in the 
courses they need. 
Higher education in Ken-
tucky has been forced t.o ac-
cept more than its share of 
·the burden of the state's bud-
get woes; if a lack 9f money 
is preventing Kentuckians 
from seeking a college educa-
tion, the state is guilty of 
being penny wise and pound 
foolish. A better educated 
populace is the best way for 
the state to assure a secure fi. 
naricial future. 
. Kentucky has made great 
strides in improving the 
quality of education offered 
elementary and secondary 
students, but education does 
not end at high school gradu-
ation. The state's commit-
ment to quality must extend 
to its universities, com-
munity colleges and voca-
tional schools, whose fi-
nancial needs no longer can 
be ignored. Continued cuts in 
higher education funding 
will find Kentuckians paying 
a much higher price in the 
long run. 
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UK graduate-level program to get grant 
The University of Kentucky will receive a· five-year .$520,000' 
grant for a graduate-level program to trairi-scliiJol"psycho!ogists to, 
help children with attention-deficit disorders.: ., > < .. "."..' . ···., 
The project is one of only five in the nation ·to receive an award 
from the federal government during this· funding· cycle. · It'.is being 
developed by Stephen T. DeMers and Barbara G. Burcham of the 
College of Education's Department of Education and Counseling. 
UK's program is already under way with a class of seven 
psychology students, who should complete- their course work within 
a year, Burcham said. 
Next year, seven beginning graduate students will start work in 
the two-year program. When they complete their work in 1995, seven 
more students will be accepted. 
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY .. 
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UK should· quit 
handing out free 
tickets to the VIPs 
They say it takes two to tango - and 
two to bribe. One offers; the other accepts. 
If so, are the universities who give free 
tickets to athletic events as guilty as those 
who take them? · 
Like Caesar's wife, the University of 
Kentucky should be above suspicion. I 
respectfully suggest, therefore, that the 
president, the board of trustees and the 
University Senate issue.' statem'ents and 
halt the unethical practice of giving away 
athletic tickets. · 
What to do with the money raised 
~om the sale of these freebies? Certainly, 
m these hard times, the student scholar-
ship fund could use it: : 
Would the legislators ·and others howl? 
Of course; but like the rest of us, they need 
to learn that there may be a free cup of 
.coffee, but there's no free lunch or tickets. 
MICHAEL E. ADELSTEIN 
Lexington 
• 
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-uK history professor Raymond Betts 
wins award for outstanding teaching 
By Kevin Osbourn 
Herald•Leader staff writer 
If great minds and good citizens 
grow from the seeds of a high-
quality education, Raymond Betts 
has planted a bountiful legacy in 
his 21 years as a teacher at the 
University of Kentucky. 
That is why the Kentucky Ad-
vocates for Higher Education, a 
citizen group formed in 1985, last 
night made Betts the first recipient 
of its Acorn A ward for outstanding 
college teaching. He received a 
plaque and a $5,000 honorarium at 
a ceremony. at the Marriott Resort 
at Griffin· Gate. 
What students say about Betts 
'I learned so much from him. He 
brought in music, slides and made 
things fun. I'll never forget him.' . 
Carrie Cox, 22, who took a European history class 
from Betts as a freshman 
'He's a great example. I would like to 
be a history professor, too. It's like 
having an internship just watching him. 
He's one of the best lecturers I've ever 
had.' 
Raymond Betts David King, 21, a who completed a fellowshfp at the 
The Acorn Award is an off- Gaines Center 
shoot of the Kentucky Advocate's 
Oak Award, given every two years and colleges worldwide. He served 
to outstanding alumni of the state's more than a decade as director of 
colleges and universities. UK's honors program; He now is 
Betts, 66, teaches history and director of the Gaines Center for 
has filled many roles in his years at Humanities, a program for under-
UK, including six as a member of graduates designed to foster appre-
the board of trustees. , ciation for the humanities. 
While his achievements are too Receiving the Acorn A ward is 
long to list completely, Betts has · heartwarming and moving Betts 
lectured at almost 30 universities , said. ' 
"What my life would have been 
had I not found this ennobling 
academic profession, I do not 
know," he said. 
''I am certain, however, that in 
no other way cotild my mind, spirit 
and years have been better spent or 
more richly invested. I have been 
fortunate." 
So have his students, said Car-
rie Cox, 22. She fondly recalled a 
European history class she took 
from Betts as a freshman. 
Hundreds of students attended 
the class. Unlike other teachers, 
though, Betts breathed life into the 
lessons, Cox said. 
"I learned so much from him " 
she said. "He brought in musi~, 
slides and made things fun. I'll 
never fgrget him." · 
David King, 21, who completed 
a fellowship at the Gaines Center, 
said Betts is an incredible teacher 
who readily volunteers time for 
students. After King indicated an 
interest_ in reading French, for ex-
ample, Betts agreed to teach him -
the language. 
"He's a great example," King 
said. "I wpuld like to be a history 
professor, too. It's like having an 
internship just watching him. He's 
one of the best lecturers I've ever 
had." 
Otis Singletary, a former UK 
president who nominated Betts for 
the award, called Betts a first-rate 
academic citizen. 
Betts comes from Bloomfield, 
NJ., where he could climb a hill and 
see the Empire State Building in 
New York. After earning a bache-
lor's·degree·from Rutgers Universi-
ty, Betts. earned· a master's degree 
and doctorate from Columbia. Uni-
versity. . 
He · began-, teaching · at 'Bryn 
Mawr College in Bryn Mawr, Pa., in 
1957. He taught at Grinnell College 
in Grinnell, Iowa, from 1961 to 1971 
before coming to UK. 
Other finalists for the award, 
also recognized yesterday, are: 
Harold Blythe Jr., Karl Kuhn, 
and Branley Branson of Eastern 
Kentucky University; John Combs 
of Kentucky Wesleyan College; 
James Donnelly Jr., UK; James 
French, Georgetown College; Larry 
Giesmann, Northern Kentucky Uni-
versity; Shirley Gish, Morehead 
State University; and Philip 
Laernmle, University of Louisville. 
iih. MSU ARCHIVES 
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Collegians get less for costs, panel says 
Public tuition, fees up 
141 % in a decade 
Associated Press 
W ASHlNGTON - Colleges are 
charging higher tuition and fees 
while offering fewer courses and 
relying more on teaching assistants 
to instruct undergraduates, a con-
gressional investigation said yester-
day. 
"When it comes to college edu-
cation. American families are pay-
ing more and getting less," said 
Rep. Patricia Schroeder, chairwom-
an of the House Select Committee 
on Children, Youth and Families, 
which investigated skyrocketing 
costs of public collegiate education. 
Key findings of the investiga-
tion were: 
• Tuition and fees rose 141 
percent at public four-year colleges 
and universities from 1980 to 1990, 
and by 12 percent for the 1991-92 
school year. Inflation in the 1980s 
was 63.6 percent. 3.2 percent last 
year. 
• The teaching load of profes-
sors has dropped from the tradition-
al 15 hours a semester to as low as 
six hours to allow more time for 
research. More than half of all 
professors, however, devote fewer 
than five hours a week to research, 
while up to a third say they do none 
at all. 
• Lecture classes are becoming 
larger. For example. the University 
of Colorado has a marketing class 
with 618 students and the Universi-
ty of Illinois has a political science 
class of 1.156. 
Schroeder, a Colorado Demo-
crat, said it increasingly is becom-
ing the nonn for undergraduates to 
be taught by teaching assistants, 
not professors, in extraordinarily 
large classes. 
"A telling example of just how 
far out of control this situation has 
gotten occurred during a two-day 
walkout of teaching assistants on 
the Berkeley campus of the Univer-
sity of California in the spring of 
1989. This walkout caused the can-
cellation of nearly 75 percent of all 
classes," said Schroeder. 
She said -the investigation, con-
ducted last year at about 100 insti-
tutions, also found that financial aid 
counselors, coaches and other aca-
demic support professionals grew 
b_y _!TIOre than 60 percent between 
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER. LEXINGTON. KY .. TUESDAY. SEPTEMBER 15. 1992 
:[awmakers education is going to have_ to get 




By Eric Gregory 
Herald-Leader education writer 
State universities, already reel-
ing from two budget cuts, should 
not expect increased funding any-
time soon, state government leaders 
said yesterday. 
And university officials are 
bracing themselves for a possible 
round of cuts in October. when the 
state gets its financial report for the 
first three months of the fiscal year 
that began July 1. 
·•[ hope it won't be less," said 
Rep. Joe Clarke, "but I don't see 
much prospect for more." 
Clarke, the House budget chief, 
and other legislators spoke to uni-
versity officials yesterday at the 
Governor's Conference on Higher 
Education Trusteeship, which was 
coordinated by the state Council on 
Higher Education. 
Reform movements in health 
care and elementary and secondary 
education are the state's top priori-
ties right now, he said. Higher 
education ranks third. 
··[ don't believe that in this next 
decade higher education is going to 
increase its relative share of the 
pie.'' he said. "And I really think it's 
unrealistic for us to think that 
higher education is going to move 
up on that priority list." 
Hable said big increases in 
higher education funding in the 
1990 General Assembly have left 
universities with "a pretty good 
base," despite back-to-back 5 per-
cent cuts in the last year. 
"For a long time in higher 
education, the only question we 
wanted to ask was. 'What can we 
do to get more?' " Hable said. "The 
question now has to become. ·What 
more can we do with what 'we've 
got.'" 
Economists are already predict-
ing a $185 million revenue shortfall 
this year for state government. 
Clarke, D-Danville, 'said, "We're 
always looking at a crystal ball 
with these projections, but it really 
doesn't look very good. 
1975 and 1985, executive and ad-
ministrative employees increased 
by 18 percent, and full time faculty 
rose by 6 percent. 
Robert V. Josue, fonner presi-
dent of York College of Pennsylva-
nia, suggested that work audits of 
all public colleges and universities 
be done to determine the workload 
of a typical professor. 
"Lawyers clock hours, doctors 
see patients and perform opera-
tions. even truckers log miles," said 
losue. "Virtually everyone does 
measurable amounts of work for 
measurable periods of time. Would 
these professors have us believe 
that they alone do unquantifiable 
work?" 
"I'm not saying it's going to 
take anything away from higher 
education. but it isn't going to leave 
us in a position where we've got 
anything extra. 
"I don't know where the cutting 
will take place, but it seems to me 
that it's inevitable. This economy is 
just not going to turn around." 
Meanwhile. university leaders 
said they are looking for more 
outside funding, and they need 
more authority· to raise tuition and 
fees to s urvive the cuts. 
Northern Kentucky University 
President Leon Boothe referred to 
his school as "semi-private" rather 
than public becau~ of the tremen-
dous increase in outside funding. 
Gary Cox, executive director of 
the Council on Higher Education, 
said the council is going to wait 
until the October revenue reports to 
make anv tuition recommendations . 
T he next council meeting is in 
~ovember. 
University of Kentucky Presi-
dent Charles Wethington said he is 
going to continue a staff hiring 
freeze to manage the cuts, and he is 
looking for other ways to save 
money. 
Gov. Brereton Jones' cabinet 
secretary, Kevin Hable, told the 
group of university presidents, 
trustees and regents that higher - A service of the Office of Media Relations-
"We must not put1 our head in 
the sand," he said.· "W~ve got to · 
realize the financial .situation we're 
in and just hope ·we· don't have 
another cut" · ··· ; ,t., ,H :n .. 
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New university trustees urged to meet tough equal-opportunity.goals . 
llY MICHAEL JENNINGS 
Staff Writer 
LEXINGTON, Ky. - State univer-
sities risk federal lawsuits and post-
ponement of new academic pro-
grams if their governing boards fail 
to recruit more black students and 
faculty members, new regents and 
trustees were told yesterday. 
State legislators, the head of the 
Southern Regional Education Board 
and a member of the state Council 
on Higher Education all gave point-
ed reminders of the importance of 
equal-opportunity goals. during a 
conference for council and univer-
sity board members. 
The session was held Sunday and· 
yesterday at Marriott's Griffin Gate 
in Lexington. It was the first gather-
ing of the state's higher-education 
leaders since the boards and the 
council were reconstituted through 
a process intended to shield the ap-
pointments from politics and fa.vor-
itism. 
"You should pay a tremendous 
amount of attention to the desegre-
gation. goals" because of the possi-
hie penalties, said council member 
James Miller, an Owensboro law-
yer. 
Under a new state law, the coun-
cil can sideline a university's pro-
gram requests if the school fails to 
meet goals to provide opportunities 
for blacks. Miller said schools miss-
ing such goals also face a height-
ened risk of lawsuits because of a 
U.S. Supreme Court ruling in June 
that Mississippi had failed to do 
enough to wipe out the legacy of 
segregation in its state universities. 
Sen, Gerald Neal, D•Louisvllle, 
sponsor of the state law, said yester-
day that the effort to open all levels 
of education to blacks in Kentucky 
is "still very deficient." 
Mark Musick, president of the At-
lanta-based Regional Education 
Board, said that the rate of black en-
rollment · on campuses throughout 
the South has changed little in the 
last 20 years. Examples of desirable 
change - such as the University of 
North Carolina's medical school, 
where blacks make up 12 to 13 per-
cent of the students - show that im-
provement is "a matter of long-term 
will and commitment," Musick said. 
Kentucky State University Regent 
William C. Parker said successful 
university desegregation plans must 
be massive, involving "everyone 
from the president to the custodi-
an." They must also involve minor-
ities other than blacks, such as 
Asians and the disabled, said Park-
er, a retired vice chancellor for mi-
nority affairs at the University of 
Kentucky. 
Musick said his agency, which 
serves 15 Southern states, is spon-
soring a program to attract more 
black students to the region's 
graduate schools. Kentucky is one 
of about 10 stales seeking. to partici-
pate in the plan, which is based on a 
successful program in Florida, Mu-
sick said. 
Neal, who is black, has sponsored 
several bills intended to give black 
Kentuckians more opportunities, 
Sen. Tim Shaughnessy, D-Jefferson-
town, who is white, yesterday 
pledged his commitment to the, 
same cause. 
Alluding to a speech by the late 
Martin Luther King Jr., Shaugh-
nessy said, "We've lost sight of the 
dream where people are judged on 
their character and not on the color 
of their skin." 
It's unfortunate "that the white 
members of the General Assembly 
have relied on the black members to 
carry that word forth," he said. "I'm 
not going to let that happen any 
more.'' 
Rep. Joe Clarke, chairman of the 
House budget committee, told the 
new university board members that 
financial hard times aren't over for 
campuses or the state in general. 
Revenue shortages mean that budg-
et cuts of around $180 million could 
be in the offing this year, said 
Clarke, D-Danvllle. 
Last fall, the state's universities 
and community colleges took budg-
et cuts of 3.6 percent to 4.8 percent. 
This year's state budget cuts univer-
sity funding by another 5 percent 
but leaves community college fund-
ing unchanged. 
Shaughnessy said he was willing 
to let universities raise tuition to 
make up for the loss of state money 
if students are first guaranteed ac-
cess to higher education through 
the community colleges. Shaugh-
nessy sponsored a Senate resolution 
calling for a study of a system that 
would make it easier to transfer 
credits from a community college to 
a university. 
Qarke said reforms being made 
in the state's elementary and secon-
dary schools could help reduce 
higher-education costs by eliminat-
ing the need for remedial courses. 
"If we could send our high school 
kids to college and they could read 
when they get there, wouldn't that 
be amazing?" Clarke said. 
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College offici-~ds deny -bfam·e on rising costs 
Associated Press tion officials who met with report-
WASHINGTON - College offi- ers to discuss wide-ranging educa-
cials yesterday disputed a congres- tion issues, said officials ''would 
sional study that blamed skyrocket- welcome a ineeting" with Rep. Pa-
ing tuition · and fees on . tricia Schroeder, D-Colo., who is the 
administrative bloat and expensive committee chairwoman. 
academic research. 
The House committee released 
said, the amount of teaching time 
went down and class size went up, 
with colleges.increasing their use of 
graduate assistants to teach under-
graduate courses: She attributed the 
changes to. an increased emphasis 
on research.. · · 
Richard F. Rosser, president of u1 f , · • 
the National Association of !nde- res ts O an mvestigation that Also, }he fuvestigatiori" fo\uid 
found that tuition and fees rose by tha th ber f' d · 
pendent Colleges and Universities, 141 percent at public four-year col- . t e mun o aca _e.lili<;.sup-·said that the House Select Commit- port professionals.~sudias·fuian. 
tee on Cliildren, Youth and Families leges and universities from 198(Ho cial aid:coimselors :ii:id"i:oaches -
had provided an "incredibly sim- 1990• and by 12 percent for the grew by more than 60 percent 
plistic" explanation for the escalat- 1991·92 school year, Inflation was between 1975 and 19&5: 'Full-time 
ing costs of public collegiate·educa- 63·6 percent in the l 980s, 3·2 per- faculty rose by 6 percent, while 
tion Monday. , _ . cent laSt year. executive and administrative· em-
Rosser, one of six higher educa- , Despite the increases, Schroeder ployees increased by 18 percent 
=~~~~~~~~:::,,;~~========================;,.,;,,;,,,..::_-=,.....,i'·, 
- THE COURIER.JOURNAL, WEDNESDAY, SEPT.EMBER 16, 1992 
: : Fall WKU:_ Jri~~IJ~ent ~ises. slightly 
: : BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - Enrollment for the fall semester f 
: : Western Kentucky University has risen slightly from last yeru 
. :according to preliminacy figures released yesterday. · · 
UK hires 
firm to do 
site plan for 
new library 
. , Registrar Freida Eggleton said the preliminacy head count fo 
; . the fall semester was 15,800, compared with a final enrollmer 
, · figure of 15,767 for the 1991 fall semester. Final enrollment figure 
: should be available in mid-November, she said. 
The $150,000 study will focus on· ' · 
By RICHARD WILSON 
Staff Writer 
an . area bounded by Rose Street, 
Columbia, Hilltop and Woodland 
I avenues. It also will address such is-
sues as pedestrian· patterns, traffic 
and parking, open spaces and land-
scaping. 
UK architect Warren Denny said 
the planning firm is expected to 
complete its work by December, 
with help from a landscape archi-
tectural firm, Walker, William John-
son and Partners of a San Francis-
LEXINGTON, Ky. - The Univer-
sity of Kentucky moved closer to 
building a $58 million campus li-
brary yesterday with the appoint-
ment of a New York firm that will 
prepare a detailed plan for the Ji • 
. brary site. coA. Bo fi Kall M Kin . . ston rm, mann c • 
UK President Charles Wethington ·nell & Wood, will design the library, 
told the board of trustees. t_hat Har- 1 a process expected to take about 18 
dy Ho~man P!eiffer AssOClates has months, A tentative timetable calls 
been ·hired to study 30 a~ across ' for the two-year construction proj-
Rose Street ~m t~e !Dam campus. ect to begin next spring. The 1992 
Other_ academ1~ buildings may also GenenuAssembly authorized UK to 
be .. built there m the n,ext 2? ye~ri:: proceed with planning and design 
We .want !O plan th!S entire site of the 387,000-square-foot library, 
has already raised more. than 
$17 million, including endowments 
to support the library, ~e universi-
ty will seek construetion money 
from the 1994 legislature. 
In oth!!r action yesterday, the 
trustees approved a new four-year 
contract for UK athletics director 
C. M. Newton. The terms are the 
same as the current contract, which 
includes a $131,285 annual salacy. 
The new contract expires July 1, 
1996· Newton, 62, became athletics di· 
rector in April 1989. 
The trustees also elected former 
Gov. Edward T. "Ned" Breathitt, of 
Lexington, chairman of the board 
for 1992-93. Other officers are Dr. 
around _the library and expand the using private money. The university 
~cadem1c_core of the campus, Weth- -A service ot tne umce· 01 Media Relations-
mgton s&d. 
Robert P, Meriwether of Paduc~, . 
vice chairman, and Lois C. Welll• 
here: of Hindman, secretacy. 
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Enrollment up at Western·, 
Morehead, down at Berea· 
Herald-Leader staff report 
Fall student enrollments are up at More.head State 
and WeaJtem Kentucky universities but down slightly 
at Berea College. · 
Morehead State University's enrollment has 
reachoo a record high of 8,984. 
Preliminary enrollment figures releasoo yesterday 
show a 2 percent increase over last fall's 8,812. 
In preparing this year's budget, university officials 
had expectoo only 8,400 students. 
Enrollment figures 
School 1991 1992 
Morehead 8,812 · 8,984 
Western Kentucky 15,767 15,800 
Berea 1,589 1,561 
The school could handle more students, officials 
said at the time, but counting on tuition and fees from Community College. There was a slight decline in 
fewer students helps avoid budget problems causoo by · traditional or full-time students. 
overestimating the enrollment. 
Morehead's Board of Regents meets 10 a.m. today 
in the Adron Doran University Center. · 
At Western Kentucky University, the fall enroll-
ment is slightly higher this year than in 1991. 
Registrar Freida Eggleton said the preliminary 
head count for the 1992 fall semester .is 15,800, 
comparoo with a final enrollment of 15,767 for fall 
1991. Final enrollment figures will be available in 
:-lovember. 
At Berea College, the registrar's office reports that 
1,561 students enrolloo for the fall term, which began 
Sept 4. The registration total includes 1,514 full-time 
and 47 part-time students. 
Among full-time students, the report lists 510 
freshmen, 450 sophomores, 209 juniors, 342 seniors, 
two exchange/transient students and one special stu-
dent. Seventeen students from the Berea Community 
School are among those attending classes on a pan-
time basis. 
Eggleton said Western has experiencoo a slight 
enrollment increase in non-traditional students at its Last fall's enrollment of 1,589 includoo 1,550 full-
Glasgow campus, in evening classes and at the time students and 39 pan-rime students. 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL, FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 18, 1992 THE COURIER.JOURNAL. THURSDAY. SEPTEMBER 17, 199; 
Morehead enrollment up WKU athletes charged In attack 
MOREHEAD, Ky. - Morehead State University BOWLlNG GREEN, Ky. - Two Western Kentucky Universi 
has announced a record enrollment for the fall se- football players were among four students arrested in conn..ctic 
mester. with an assault believed to have been racially motivated. 
Preliminary figures show that 8,984 students Julian Elliott Squire, 18; Carson Lee Smiley, 18; Drane Will 
were enrolled, according to the registrar's office. Scrivener Jr., 19; and Fayne Stephan Carter, 19, were chargt 
That's a 2 percent increase from last year's fall with fourth-degree assault and disorderly conduct, according to 
enrollment of 8,812. WKU Police report. 
cEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER. LEXINGTON, KY .. FRID~Y. SEPTEMBER 18. l992 Smiley and Scrivener are members of Westem's football tean 
Sue Bennett College gets $200 000 Two WKU students, both white, told police they were walkin 
' toward Poland Hall on Sept. 6 when about 10 black people cam 
LONDON - Sue Bennett College has receivoo a $200,000 gift up behind them. 
· from the Ralph E. Mills Foundation. The two said some of the men began hitting and kicking then 
The gift, which will go into the college's endowment, will be used calling them white trash and using other epithets. Both student 
for scholarships. suffered cuts and bruises but did not require medical attentior 
President Paul Bunnell said; "This gift will make it possible for the report said. 
us to increase our efforts to provide financial assistance to students The four men arrested were lodged at the Warren County R• 
who wish to attend Sue Bennett College." gional Jail. Bonds for Carter, Smiley and Squire were set at $50 
The small' college in London is affiliatoo with the United cash. Bond for Scrivener was set at $1,000 cash: 
Methodist Church. -A service of the Office of Media Relations-
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER. LEXINGTON. KY .. FRIDAY. SEPTEMBER 18, 1992 
~ UK president predicts shortfall 
in state budget to cost 100-125 jobs 
Herald-Leader staff report positions in order to manage $26.5 the school. 
Between 100 and 125 more jobs million in budget cuts levied by the 
will be lost at the University of state because of revenue shortfalls. 
Kentucky this fiscal year because of The school absorbed all but $3.1 
budget cuts, President Charles million of those cuts. 
Wethington predicted yesterday. "So in order to take care of the 
"At this time, we're still pro-
gressing with the same assumption 
that our budget will not be cut 
again," Wethington said. "And in 
order to manage the cuts so far, 
we've still got this much yet to do." UK pas cut 475 of the 13,000 rest of that, we'll be bringing the 
staff and faculty positions in the numbers down by 100 or 125, 
last year. through attrition. There somewhere in that range," Wething-
have been no layoffs, but a hiring ton said. 
freeze has been extended indefinite- No layoffs are planned, he said. 
Legislators and state govern-
ment leaders are grappling with an 
estimated $185 million in revenue 
shortfalls this fiscal year. Officials 
have not said whether any agencies 
will be cut. 
Iv. Those positions will just not be 
The university eliminated those filled if someone retires or leaves 







Americans . are more devoted to 
higher education than most people 
in the United States, the U.S: Cen-
sus Bureau said yesterday in its 
first detailed study of the nation's 
fastest growing racial group. 
The bureau said two out of five 
Americans with roots in Asia and 
the Pacific had completed four 
years of college or more. That is 
about twice the rate for the nation 
and for whites and four times the 
rate for blacks. 
The drive among young Asian-
Americans to get an education 
comes from the home, where par-
ents daily teach the lesson that 
school counts, said Katsumi Kunit-
sugu, executive . secretary of the 
Japanese American Cultural and 
Community Center in Los Angeles. 
She graduated from high school 
in the Heart Mountain, Wyo., in-
ternment center, where she and her 
family had been sent after Japan 
attacked Pearl Harbor, and later 
graduated from the University of 
Wisconsin. 
"I'm a second-generation Japa-
nese, and my folks certainly empha-
sized we should get the highest 
education possible," she said. "Even 
in the most trying circumstances, 
we always tried to get our educa-
tion, not so much for earning a 
living but for forming good charac-
ter." 
cans more than doubled from 1980 
to 1990. Immigrants accounted for 
about three-fourths of that growth. 
More recent immigrants were 
highly educated in their own coun-
tries and so had the motive and 
means to send their own children to 
college, said William O'Hare, popu-
lation and policy analysis director 
at the University of Louisville. 
"It's sort of a spinoff effect," 
O'Hare said. "They came 10 years 
ago, and now their kids are going to 
school11 
The number of Asian-Ameri-
Despite their affinity for higher 
education, Asian-Americans with 
four years or more of college earned 
nearly $1,700 a year less than 
whites with the same education. 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL, THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 17, 1992 
Murray president to be 
in charge of athletics· 
Associated Press 
MURRAY, Ky. - Murray State 
University President Ronald Kurth 
will be wearing a new cap after re-
structuring some positions at the 
school. 
A new plan approved by the 
school's board of trustees puts su-
pervision of the athletic department 
under Kurth. Athletic director Mike 
Strickland will report to Kurth. 
The regents . also extended the 
contract of men's basketball coach 
Scott Edgar by one year to four with 
some incentives. He will be allowed 
to receive a bonus of 2½ months 
pay if the team wins the Ohio Valley 
Conference Tournament and ad-
vances to the NCAA Tournament 
plus a bonus of $1,000 if he is 
named ave Coach of the Year. 
If the Racers have perfect league 
and ave Tournament records, Ed· 
gar will receive a $5,000 bonus. 
"This money comes out of partici-
pation in the NCAA Tournament, 
except in the case where he would 
be named OVC Coach of the Year 
and not play in the NCAA," Strick-
land said. "In this case, this would 
then be a deficit situation." 
The athletic department, which 
has been criticized by some faculty 
and students for overspending, was 
under the supervision of Don Kass-
ing, vice president of university re-
lations and administrative services. 
The restructuring also calls for 
the budget and accounting offices to 
combine, creating one financial of-
fice, and to have the school's inter-
nal auditor report directly to Kurth. 
"We do not have a good, solid fi. 
nancial center presently," said 
Kurth, adding that the moves will 
put the university on firmer finan. 
cial ground. 
--- ...... 
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MSU pay report 
amazes president 
By JIM ROBINSON 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
MOREHEAD - Morehead 
State University's president · 
called "eye-opening" a re-
port released Friday that 
shows many of the school's 
· professors earn tens of. 
thousands of dollars for 
doing extra work. 
According to the report, 
45 MSU professors received 
at least $10,000 above their 
normal salaries last year, 
mostly for teaching summer 
school. 
Professors have always 
been paid extra for such ad-
ditional duty, but this is the 
first time MSU has pro-
duced a report listing sala-
ries and supplemental pay 
together. 
Eaglin said the report fit 
into his concept of "open-
ness within the institution. 
... I must admit I was 
amazed at some of the supple-
· ments." 
According to the report, 100 
of MSU's 345 full-time profes-
sors earned more than $50,000 
last year. However, the base 
contracts of only 36 exceeded 
$50,000. 
Education professor Richard 
W. Daniel was paid $31,003.21 
in supplemental income; the 
most an MSU employee re-
ceived during the 1991-92. 
school year, according to the 
report. 
That boosted his pay for the 
year 67 percent to $77,262.13 
and made him the third high-
est paid employee at the uni-
versity. Only then-president C. 
Nelson Grote ($113,270.13) and 
vice president for academic af-
fairs John Philley ($80,744.32) 
earned more. 
Daniel said he earned the 
extra money by serving as in-
terim chairman of the Depart-
ment of Leadership and Sec-
ondary Education during the 
regular school year and teach-
ing summer school. 
Daniel made no apologies 
for how much he was paid last 
year. He said· MSU faculty 
members are earning Jots of 
supplemental income because 
there aren't enough profes-
sors. 
"The option for faculty to 
earn additional money is the 
result of not having sufficient 
faculty to teach the classes," 
he said. "My department re-
lies extensively on· the ability 
of professors to take on ad-
ditional loads." 
Eaglin would not say if he 
plans to take any action to re-
duce the amount of supple-
mental income professors 
earn. He did tell the board the 
supplemental income issue 
needs to be addressed "if they 
_.have difficulties" with it. 
Porter Dailey, vice president 
for administrative and fiscal 
services, said MSU paid out 
about $1.4 million in supple-
mental income last year. 
About $1 million of that went 
for summer school instruc-
tion. . 
The salary table was the 
brainchild of MSU regents 
chairman Bill Seaton, who 
said he and his secretary 
spent a month trying to figure 
out how much salaried em-
ployees actually earned under 
the old reporting system. 
"I think the only thing that I 
can say right now is it proves 
that the average of base sala-
ries doesn't really mean 
much," Seaton said. 
"I simply think it will make 
it easier for the administra-
tion to identify what might.be 
appropriate rates of total pay," 
Seaton added. "If they think 
an adjustment is necessary or 
desirab1e, then they can go 
ahead and do it." 
Only two members of the ad-
ministration - Grote and 
Philley - earned more !hall 
$10,000 in supplemental pay 
last year . 
Faculty regent Alban Wheel-
er said faculty members are 
not being overcompensated. 
He called the report "very 
positive.'' 
"This. kind of information 
will cause us to reassess what 
we're doing. I just believe the 
more usable information that 
we have and the wider it's dis-
seminated the Jess conflict and 
fewer problems we'll have." 
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY., SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 19, 1992 
Morehead enrollment even higher 
than first counted, regents told 
MOREHEAD Morehead 
State University has more students 
tbis semester than it first counted. 
The school in Rowan County 
yesterday had a record 9,007 stu-
dents, said. John Philley, the interim 
vice president for academic affairs. 
He made the announcement at the 
board of regents meeting. 
On Thursday, school officials 
announced the preliminary enroll-
ment figure was 8,984, up from 
8,812 a year ago. 
off and probably decrease in the In other business at the regents 
next five. years. meeting, Keith Kappes, the vice 
president for university advance-
In setting this year's budget, the ment, 'said private donations to the 
1.lJliversity counted on getting tu- school increased 28 percent in the 
ition and fees from only 8,400 last year to $1.3 million. 
students, an admittedly conserva- Eaglin, in his first regular meet-
tive estimate. Morehead officials ing since taking office July 1, said 
said at the time that they purposeiy he wants the school to consider a 
estimated on the low side to avoid long-term fund-raising campaign. 
budget problems if enrollment fell He set no dollar amounts. 
below their expectations. Eaglin was known as a good 
Philley said the high enrollment fund-raiser in· his previous job as 
has forced to professors to teach chancellor of Coastal Carolina Col-
. ''We're really somewhat sur- additional classes. lege near Myrtle Beach, S.C. A five-
prised," Philley s:µd. He said he The jump has not caused a year, $5 million campaign for the 
does. not know why enrollment housing crunch, said Mike Mincey, college, part of the University of 
went up. vice president for student life. The South Carolina system, that started 
Morehead President Ron Eaglin dormitories are 92 percent occupied, in 1985 reached its goal a year 
said he expects enrollment'to level he said. · . early. 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
s 
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Area universities' 
figures surprising 
By JIM ROBINSON 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
MOREHEAD - About 600 
more students than Morehead 
State University was expect-
ing showed up for fall classes. 
Just _ over 9,000 have en-
rolled, setting another enroll-
ment record and surprising 
administrators who had 
planned on only 8,400. 
"The 9,000 is really some-
what of a surprise," John Phil-
ley, MSU's vice president for 
academic affairs, told the 
school's regents at their Fri-
day meeting. 
But MSU's new president, 
Ronald Eaglin, said the school, 
which has seen massive en-
rollment growth . over the last 
five years, should worry about 
the quality, not the quantity of 
students. 
"I think the days of focusing 
on growth are over," Eaglin 
said. "I think the key is focus-
ing on quality." 
MSU will impose slightly 
tougher admissions standards 
beginning next fall. 
Philley said most of the en-
rollment growth came at sev-
eral' off-campus center's 
around eastern Kentucky at 
which MSU offers classes. En-
rollment in those centers is 
about 20 percent ahead of last 
year. 
The 9,007 students enrolled 
represent a 2.2 percent in-
crease over last fall's 8,812. 
MSU's modest enrollment 
growth mirrored that of other 
post-secondary institutions in 
· the region. 
Fall enrollment at Marshall 
University in Huntington, 
w.va., remained stable at 
12,687, down less than half of 1 
percent from · last year. Last 
fall, 12,744 students signed up 
for classes. 
"Given the decrease in West 
Virginia high school gradu-
ates coupled with some very 
sigr{ificant increases in stu-
dent' costli;"'wli;re pleased, and -
a;.,little,surpr-j.sed, that our ,e1:1- , 
rollmenf held\' its own this 
fall " said Marshall. President ' ... ~ . ' ..:.;. .. ,.:... . ;.; . . . 
J. Wade Gi!ley.,_""'"-L .f...,\,r.;c •. , .. , 
Fall,:enrollm_e'/i.t;'a.t: :PUtl!fflle" 
Community·,;college topped 
1 ooo for the,:second year in. a 
r~w. At 1,071(. -e!ll'ollm~nt -at:: 
registration was~~?,6.1 pe~<:¢nt· 
over last fall. ·- .,-•--• , .... 
"Many factofs~;e~pe~~~!Jt: 
fluctuations. in ·iliE!.::¢<;!!!1.Q!PYi": 
·-·-can influence enrollment," 
said John Sanders, Pikevi!le's 
associate dean of admissions. 
"But surprisingly, the lean-
_J1ess. of th\),' past year has n?,t 
foterfered'with our numbers .• 
At Prestonsburg Community 
College, full- 'and part-time en-
rollment was up less than 1 
.percent to 2,964, said President 
Deliorah Floyd. 
Enrollment- figures, for Ash-
land. Community College· are 
"not yet available· and officials 
at Kentucky Christian College 
c~d ~ot be reached Friday. 
GEORGE WOLFFORD of The 
Daily Independent staff, 
contributed information to this 
story. 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL, SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 19, 1992 
Berea remains In area's top schools 
BEREA, Ky. - Berea College held onto its ranking among the 
nation's top educational institutions in U.S. News and W?rld Re-
port's "America's Best College's" survey, school officials an-
nounced yesterday. . . . , . 
For the fourth time, Berea ranked third 111!1ong the So(!th s best 
colleges and universities in the survey; which appears m maga-
zines that go on sale Sept. 21. \"<Orth Carolina's Wake F~res~ Uni-
versity ranked first in the region, followed by the Uruversity of 
Richmond, Va. . . . 
Berea College charges no tuition, and financial need IS a enter-
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3aSketball graduation rates 
iisma/, study shows 
When the NCAA released in 
fuly its long-awaited report on 
graduation rates, it did basketball 
no favors. The numbers showed 
basketball lagging behind national 
graduation rates for the general 
student population and athletes in 
general. 
Even football, the stereotypical 
bastion of the dumb jock, fared 
better than basketball in most in-
stances. 
Among Southeastern Confer-
ence schools, only Vanderbilt had a 
higher graduation rate in basket-
ball (83 percent) than football (64 
percent). Arkansas had a 50 per-
cent graduation rate in both sports. 
Alabama (0 percent), LSU (8 per-
cent), Georgia (13 percent) and 
South Carolina (13 percent) did not 
graduate even a fifth of players 
falling into the study group. 
The 627-page NCAA report in- . 
volved athletes entering college in 
the fall of 1983 and 1984. It showed 
that in those classes, overal~ ath-
letes graduated at about the same 











tion - 52 percent of all students 
and 51 percent of athletes. 
However, about two thirds of 
the Division I schools (198 of the 
297) had basketball programs that 
failed to reach the 51 percent grad-
uation rate for athletes. 
Kentucky's 38 percent rate was 
third-best among SEC schools. 
Coach Jerry Claiborne's football 
program had a 65 percent rate, the 
league's best 
Other highlights in the NCAA 
report included: 
• Thirty-one basketball pro-
grams had a zero-percent gradua-
tion rate. Alabama was one. 
! NC/l:'A graduation ~ate~ · . ·' .~. .. . 
' ,W,~ 
Graduation rates, by percentage, released by the NCAA for 
students who were freshmen In 1983 and 1984 at Southeastern 
Conference schools: 
Student All Football Basketball 
School body athletes players players 
A_labama 51 34 27 0 
Arkansas 35 42 50 50 
Auburn 63 51 35 25 
Florida 56 44 33 22 
Georgia 60 42 36 13 
Kentucky 43 53 65 38 
LSU 33 30 27 8 
Mississippi 48 45 48 25 
Mississippi State 51 53 48 22 
South Carolina 59 54 41 13 
Tennessee 52 47 51 22 
Vanderbilt 77 67 64 83 
National average 52 51 45 38 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL, SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 20, 1992 
Universities to study city issues 
OWENSBORO, Ky. - Three universities will cooperate in a 
study to examine the problems and needs of Kentucky's cities, 
and offer suggestions for addressing them. · 
A report, scheduled for release in January, is expected to be 
produced by staff members at the University of Kentucky, the 
University of Louisville and Transylvania University in Lexington. 
Owensboro Mayor David Adkisson proposed the study to the 
Kentucky League of Cities, whose board approved it in June. Ad-
kisson said the study will ask the question, "What is the strategy 
by which we can grow in the 1990s?" · 
"I think the real potential lies in interdependence," such as 
cooperation on a problem shared by a city and county or between 
cities in the same county, Adkisson said. . 
The study also will look at the migration and flow of Kentucki-
ans into urban settings, environmental regulation. and quality-of-
life issues. Those issues include historic preservation, downtown 
revitalization and family issues such as coping with the needs of 
single-parent families. 
• Among major conferences 
the Big East had the highest nJm-
b~r of basketball programs with 
higher graduation rates than the 
g~neral student population. Five 
Big East schools made that grade. 
• Duke, Miami, Providence, Vil-
lanova, Kansas State, Campbell, 
Northwestern, William & Mary La 
Salle, Dayton, Hartford Buckn~l! 
Centenary and Samford were the' 
only basketball programs with a 
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Nice surp;rise 
Fall enrollment higher than expected 
Morehead State University 
officials received a pleasant 
surprise when students en-
rolled for the fall semester. 
Slightly more than 9,000 
signed up for classes, setting 
another enrollment record. 
Morehead officials had pro-
jected a decrease, anti-
cipating no more than 8,400 
students. 
Fall enrollment at Marshall 
University declined by less 
than one-half of 1 percent 
from last fall. There are 
12,687 students taking classes 
in Huntington. 
"Given the d~crease in 
West Virginia high school 
graduates, coupled with some 
very significant increases in 
student costs, we're pleased 
and a little surprised that 
our enrollment has held its 
own this fall," said Marshall 
President J. Wade Gilley. 
· Fall enrollment at Pikeville 
College also increased - 6.1 
percent this fall, topping 
1,000 for the second year in a 
row. 
Morehead's new president, 
Ronald Eaglin, predicts that 
the days of massive en-
rollment increases are over, 
and that the university 
should concentrate more on 
quality than on quantity. 
·He's right, of course, but en-
rollment increases are good 
for both the university and 
the area it serves. 
Increased enrollment helps 
offset some of the impact of 
·budget cuts experienced by 
the state universities and 
community colleges. Since 
Morehead, Marshall and 
Pikeville serve areas with a 
high percentage of underedu-
cated adults , having more 
people seeking a college edu-
cation chips away at that 
negative statistic. 
Most of the increased en-
rollment at Morehead was at 
the university's off-campus 
centers, including the one in 
downtown Ashland. That's 
not surprising. The centers 
attract mostly part-time stu-
dents who may not have the 
time or resources to attend 
full-time but who warit to im-
prove their level of edu-
cation. With many people 
facing career changes be-
cause of tough economic 
times, that number is likely 
to continue to increase. 
Quality should always be 
more important than quan-
tity in education, but if area 
colleges and universities can 
attract more students with-
out sacrificing quality, the 
needs of this region and its 
people will be well-served. 
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY .. WEDNESDAY, _SEPTEMBER 23, 1992 
Knight Foundation. awards area grants . 
• the Knight "Foundation yesterday awarded four Central Ken-
tucky organjzations grants totaling $70,000. 
The YWCA of Lexington was awarded $25,000 to buy the Spouse 
Abuse Center that is leased from the city. · 
Shillito Park Creative Playground Inc. was given $10,000 to help 
pay for a playground designed by children. · 
Cumberland College was granted $25,000 to build the Appala-
chian Center, which. will serve as a lab for business studies. 
Hospice of th~ Bluegrass Inc. was awarded $10,QOO for a 
education/tfaining room in a new building. · 
Knight Foundation,_ established in 1950 by John S. and James L. 
Knight, is•one of the nation's largest private foundations. It makes 
national grants in journalism, higher education and the field of art 
and culture. It also supports organjzations in communities where the 
Knight brothers were involved in publishing newspapers but is 
wholly separate from and independent of those newspapers. 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
-J 
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Old papers water-damaged at WKU WKU senate criticizes fiscal reporting:. 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - Flooding in Western Kentucky Uni• 
·ersity's Helm Library has damaged government documents that 
night date to 1789, officials said. 
BOWLIN~ GREEN - Western Kentucky University's faculty 
senate tentatively approved two more resolutions critical of fiscal 
reporting practices, · · 
1:he resolutions, ~hich face a ~nal vote at the senate's next 
meeting, carry no pohcy weight bu~ represent the majority view of 
those elected to represent faculty members, 
"We've got 1,300 volumes that are water-damaged," said Cindy 
:man, government services supervisor. 
The volumes include U.S. Senate, House and executive branch 
locuments that are irreplaceable, although copies might be be 
,vailable on microfilm. The entire set is worth $176,000, but only 
t fraction of it was damaged, library administrators said. . 
Physical Plant Administrator Kemble Johnson said the flooding 
,ccurred when contractors working on university steam lines 
lroke a storm-water line, Water built up in manholes and pres-
;ure forced it through concrete walls of the library's basement. 
At. a pr~':ious meeting Sep~. 19, the senate had ;pp~ov~ a 
resolution cn!Ical of the manner m which money is distributed, but 
senate President Sally Kuhlenschmidt ruled the vote invalid because 
a quorum was not present. 
After a call for a secret ballot Tuesday, the senate approved 21-17 
a resolution expressing "its concern regarding the manner in which 
pu~lic ;:tnd private funds have traditionally been disbursed by the 
uruvers1ty ." _. 
~e senate aI:m approved first reading of a resolution asking that 
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXll'JGTON, KY., the -~temal auditor_ ''.report 'directly to the Board (of Regents) in 
THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 24 1992 addition to the admm1stration." 
U.S~ oniy average:arhong ·nati@lnsj-'.. 
in education spending 
Associated Press 
WASHINGTON - The United 
States spends orily an average por-
tion of its money on education, 
compared with other industrialized 
nations. Japan spends the smallest 
percentage buf gets the most results 
for its yen, a study of the world's 24 
wealthiest industrialized democra-
cies showed yesterday. 
Denmark and Finland lead in 
spending public funds for educa-
tion, followed by Norway, Canada, 
the Netherlands, Belgium and Lux-
embourg, said the Organization for 
Economic Cooperation and Devel-
opment, an intergovernmental 
agency in Paris that monitors the 
world's economies. 
The agency report is the first to 
compare education systems among 
industrialized nations, and repre-
sents the most wide-ranging and 
reliable set of international educa-
tion indicators ever published. 
"We have never before had 
comparable database" because of 
the differences both in education 
systems and in methods' ·of-. data 
collection, said Albert 'Fui)nmimii, 
an officer with the al!encv. 
Tuijnmann, who helped prepare. 
the report, said in an interview that 
the countries began work,about five 
years ago to standardize definitioris:-
They agreed to use 1988 data, 
taking the national income and 
dividing it by the entire population, 
and then adjusting it for what the 
money really buys; This measure of 
the national wealth of a country is 
known as :the gross domestic prod-
uct. 
According to the report, ·the · 
United States is the. wealthiest in-
dustrialized nation, followed by 
Canada, Switzerland, Norway and 
Luxembourg, Sweden, Japan and 
Germany. · 
The Bush .admirtistration touts 
the notion that the United States 
spends a great deal of its wealth on 
J education. Bu Ht ranks behind 12 
other -industrialized nations in, its. ' 
pub_lic s~ding on ed_ucatj9i:i> an~ i 
behind eight other nations m over- · 
all spending, public · and pi::ivate, 
according to the report's charts of 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
education spending that include,-
only 20 of the OECD's 24 countries .. 
The charts include no figures : for 
. Greece, Iceland, New l.ealand · and 
Turkey. 
In public funding of education, 
the United States spent 5 percent of 
its income while the leadi:rs_in this 
category, Denmark ana "Finland, · 
each spent 6.8 percent. Japan was 
last among the industrialized coun-
tries at 3.8 percent. 
- - -While the high schooi gradua' 
tion rate is almost 100 1>etcent'in · 
Denmark and Finland, it is also that 
high in Germany, where public 
funding of education· amounted, to 
4.3 percent of its gross 'domestic 
product and overall , funding 
equaled 6.2 percent of the gross 
domestic product. 
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U of L homecoming, 
Yorn Kippur clash 
Holiday's meaning 
By NINA WMFOORT 
Staff Writer 
Honoring the tradition of Yorn 
Kippur, Edwin S. Segal will fast on 
Oct. 7, spend all day in the syna-
gogue and have dinner with his 
family. The holiest of Jewish holi-
days, it will be a day of reflection 
and prayer. 
Honoring the tradition of home-
coming week, thousands of Univer-
sity of Louisville students and facul-
ty members will eat barbecue on 
Oct. 7, attend a campus carnival, 
and dance the night away on the 
Belle of Louisville. Dubbed "Wtld 
Wednesday," it will be a day of food 
and fun. 
The contrast is not lost on some 
Jewish students and faculty mem-
bers at U of L, who will miss out on 
those homecoming festivities and 
are aggrieved that the administra-
tion did not consider the holy day 
when scheduling homecoming 
events. 
"! think it's insensitive stupidity," 
said Segal, a professor of anthropol-
ogy. "This is a university that 
spends a lot of time talking about its 
commitment to cultural diversity 
and it can't even get this straight." 
Segal and his colleague in the his-
tory department, Lee Shai Weiss-
bach, say the schedulers should 
have known better. Yorn Kippur is 
marked on most calendars, and 
events set for Wednesday could 
have been scheduled for any of the 
other IO days of the homecoming 
festival. 
Segal said he hopes going public 
with his concern about Yorn Kippur 
will raise the administration's con-
sciousness about other non-Chris-
tian holy days. 
"Part of the problem is that the 
majority doesn't understand that 
the rest of us may have a different 
attitude toward our holy days." 
After consulting with other Jew-
ish faculty and staff members, Segal 
and Weissbach wrote letters to 
President Donald Swain and Pro-
vost Wallace Mann Jr., who are now 
doing some atoning of their own. 
"Scheduling homecoming events 
on Yorn Kippur was an egregious 
mistake," Swain wrote in a letter to 
Weissbach. "! apologize for this in-
sensitivity and will do my best to 
see that, in this complicated, decen-
tralized organization, this kind of 
behavior isn't repeated." 
University spokeswoman Denise 
Fitzpatrick said the week's events 
are planned and scheduled by var-
ious groups, so blame is shared. 
Only one of the seven events to 
be held on Yorn Kippur - the 
"Health· Sciences Family Circus" -
was scheduled by the university. Be-
cause of the complaints, it has been 
moved to Oct. 8, Fitzpatrick said. 
But the biggest events were spon-
sored by the Student Government 
Association and could not be re-
scheduled because of contracts for 
bands and the Belle of Louisville, 
she said. 
Yem Kippur, pronounced 
yohm kih-POOR, Is the 
Jewish day of atonement 
and the most important and 
sacred Jewish holiday. 
It falls in September or 
October and lasts from 
sundown of the previous day 
to sundown of the holiday. 
On Yam Kippur, Jewish 
people think of their sins, 
repent and ask forgiveness 
from God and other people. 
They fast. perform no work, 
and attend services iri the 
synagogue or temple. 
Student association president Jim 
Howard said the group was made 
aware of Yorn Kippur at a meeting about Jhe problems."• 
in mid-summer when events were Fitzpatrick said university offi-
being scheduled. But he said the cials recognize that the scheduling 
students wanted to plan events for blunder runs counter to recent uni-
each day of the week so students versity efforts to promote cultural 
who commute to campus only one diversity. The annual Celebratio11 of 
or two days a week could take part. Diversity, a new multicultural cen-
Howard said the students thought ter, diversity training for staff and 
the Ball on the Belle would be ac- increased awareness of diversity> In 
ceptable to Jewish students because programming and curriculum ~ 
it was set for after sundown. all part of that effort. 
He said that only in recent weeks, Contrite letters from university 
however, was he made awru:e of the administrators and event planners 
significance of Yorn Kippur In let- have for the most part satisfied 
ters from faculty members and the 
National Conference of Christians those who complained. 
and Jews. "They are being very cooperative 
"I don't know if you can be fault- in talking to us and making sure it 
ed because you don't know every- doesn't happen again," said Adri-
thing about a religion," he said. e~e Mi~hels, directo~ of the B'nai 
"We really have tried to be as sensi- B nth Hillel ~ou~dation, a Jewish 
tive as we could once we learned · student orgaruzal!on. 
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Le. . sl tors offic1· als ~~~/~:~=
0
~r::~~~ . g1 a move there. U of L Athletic Director 
' Bill Olsen could not be reached for 
to lose e,ree UK t1·c17"ets co:.::!~act_ionyesterday, UKl!ll-•J J.\.! nounced 1t will strengthen secunty at Commonwealth Stadium after ob-
By RICHARD WILSON and MARK COOMES 
Staff Writers 
LEXINGTON, Ky. - Some of the Universi-
ty of Kentucky's most influential fans will 
soon have to start paying for tickets to home 
football and basketball games. 
The unexpected action, unanimously ap-
proved yesterday by UK's ··Athletics Associ-
ation board of directors, affects members of 
the General Assembly, top state officials, state 
appellate judges, local and federal officials, 
former governors and some media executives. 
They had been getting the tickets free. 
The only public official exempted from the 
new policy is Gov. Brereton Jones, who will 
continue to get eight free tickets per game. 
UK President Charles Wethington Jr. and 
Athletics Director C. M. Newton downplayed 
any connection between the new policy and 
questions raised recently by the Legislative 
Board of Ethics and a Task Force on Govern-
mental Ethics over the free ticket policy at UK 
and other state universities. 
Both officials said that the old .policy had 
been under review for some time and that it 
was changed to make the availability of ath-
letic tickets equitable. 
Wethington and Newton noted that some 
officials and news executives al-
ready paid for their tickets. "Some 
wanted to pay for them. Some 
didn't want to pay for them. It puts 
us in the middle of that whole pro-
cess," Newton said. "So we felt that 
to be fair and equitable with every-
body, and to take any stigma away 
from the complimentary ticket situ-
ation, that this was the best option." 
Some 350 people would be affect-
ed by the new policy, which takes 
effect with the 1992-93 basketball 
season, said Larry Ivy, UK's assis-
tant athletics director for internal 
affairs, Complimentary tickets for 
the current football season have al-
ready been distributed. 
If all of the current recipients pay 
to keep their complimentary tickets, 
UK would receive some $240,000 in 
additional revenue, Ivy said. 
Vutiially all current recipients get 
two tickets per game at a cost of 
$216 for six football games and 
$450 for 15 basketball games. 
Newton said he did not expect the 
new policy to make any more tick-
ets available to the public. "I would 
anticipate that tliese folks will con-
tinue to use their tickets. I would 
hope they would," Newton said. 
"These are people that have been 
really good for this university, and 
we're not looking at.it to create any 
extra tickets." 
The prospect of additional rev-
enue was not a factor in the policy 
change, Newton said. 
The policy revision did not affect jects were thrown from the student 
many others who now receive com- section at the end of Saturday's 
plimentary tickets. They include UK football game against Indiana. 
trustees, members of the athletics Newton said more polfce · officers 
board, and various UK and athletics and ushers would be added to the 
department officials. upper deck. 
Wethington said he had discussed Gate personnel have beernold to 
the ticket question with some_ state check more thoroughly for fans at-
officials but added that the discus-
sions did not involve the new policy. tempting to cany. bann.ed objects 
Most other state universities in into the stadium, such as alcoholic 
Kentucky make complimentary beverages, umbrellas, · artificial 
football and basketball tickets avail- noise-makers and bottles,, cans or 
able to legislators and top state offi- other containers. · 
cials. · But spokesmen at these "We're not going to search peo-
schools say their tickets are. n?t pie," Newton said .. ''We're just go-
used as widely as at UK, and rn ing to be a little more vigilant. We 
many cases ticket redpients must have ncit had ·a problem, or were not 
notify the schools before each game aware of problems, until. what hap-
they want to attend. 
At the University of Louisville, pened late in the game last week. 
Burt Monroe, the· school's NCAA We're just not going to let·that hap-
d Pen again." faculty representative an a mem-
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Officials wi II no longer 
receive free UK tickets 
By Jerry Tipton 
Herald-Leader staff writer 
With one · notable exception, 
· public officials of all stripes yester-
;day lost the right to receive compli• 
:mentary tickets to University of 
'Kentucky football and basketball 
:games. 
Under the new ticket policy, 
adopted yesterday by the UK ~th-
letics Association Board of Direc-
tors and scheduled to take effect 
this basketball season, only the 
governor will receive free seats. 
Such people as local officials, 
,former governors, state officials in 
all three branches of government 
and news media personnel will 
have to pay for their season tickets 
· to future football and basketball; 
games although they will have 
priority access to tickets they• bad 
previously received for free. 
That includes U.S. Sens. Mitch 
McConnell and Wendell Ford; U.S. 
Rep. Larry Hopkins; former gover-
nors Edward T. Breathitt Jr., Louis 
B. Nunn, Julian M Carroll, John Y. 
Brown Jr. and Martha Layne Col-
lins; LL Gov: Paul Patton; Lexing-
ton Mayor Scotty. Baesler; Lexing-
ton Police Chief Larry Walsh; 
Lexington Fire Chief Gary \\kCo-
mas; and Fayette scliools Superin-
tendent Ronald Walton. 
UK President Charles. Wething-
ton linked the policy _<;bange IQ_ "all 
!lie interest and discussion jn ticket 
matters." 
In the atmosphere of an ongoing 
federal investigation of state gov· 
emment, ethical questions have 
been raised about officials receiving 
free tickets. · 
But, UK Director of Athletics 
CM. Newton said ethical consider-
ations were not "the determining 
issue" in the policy change. 
The school wanted "to. be sure 
to deal , in a · fair and equitable 
manner with all people," Newton 
said. "Some wanted to. pay. Some 
didn't want to pay. That put us in 
the middle of that. whole process. 
We felt to be fair and ·equital:>le to 
everyb<zjy and to take the stigma 
away from complimentary tickets, 
this was the best policy." 
In explaining the exception of 
the governor, whq · will continue to 
receive eight complimentary tickets, 
Wethington said, "It's in the best 
interest of the university and the 
commonwealth for him to have 
access to complimentary tickets; He 
has. a day-t<rday oversight respon-
sibility (that includes) the expendi-
ture of public funds. His position is 
truly a unique one." 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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Wethington said he has spoken 
with the some of the affected people 
in the last few months. No one 
objected. 
"In each case, their interest was 
in assuring they'll continue to have 
access to University of Kentucky 
tickets. This change of policy will 
allow for that and at the same time 
will remove questions of compli-
mentary tickets." 
Newton said he does not think 
the policy change will make addi-
tional tickets available to the gener-
al public. 
The policy change will not af. 
feet the location of basketball tick-
ets for those who formerly did not 
pay. Most are in Section 11 in Rupp 
Arena's lower level. But unlike 
others in the section, they will not 
have to make a $100 donation to the 
Blue-White Fund to become eligible 
for the seats. · · 
UK needed to update its exist-
ing ticket policy, which was adopt-
ed June 25, 1985, Newton said. 
Ironically, an ethical question 
prompted that policy as well. Ques-
tions arose about former basketball 
coach Joe B. Hall's allotment· of 
several hundred basketball tickets. 
The head football. and basketball 
coaches' allotments were severely 
restricted. · . 
The policy change involves 
about 350 tickets, said Larry Ivy, 
UK's associate director of athletiCl!.•. 
for internal affairs. · 
Ivy estimated that UK will reap 
an additional $120,000 from the sale 
of formerly complimentary tickets. 
"With an $18.6 million budget, 
that's not that significant," Ivy said. 
"But in this day and time, when 
we're looking for all the money we 
can, it will help." 
Such people as UK Athletics 
Association board members, UK 
trustees and athletic · deparfment 
staff members will continue to get 
complimentary tickets. 
The board also approved one 
other major change in UK's ticket 
policy. Beginning July 1, UK letter-
winners must earn a degree to be 
eligible for one complimentary tick-
et and have the opportunity to buy 
a second. 
The new policy will affect only 
future letter-winners.· There will be 
no change for previous _letter-win-
ners. 
"Please· note that so my phone 
does not ring off the hook from 
some guy who has. not graduated," 
Newton said. 
The new policy opens compli-
mentary tickets to letter-winners in 
all sports. UK previously offered 
complimentary tickets to only foot-
ball and b?sketball letter-winners. 
Education colleges 
are poor preparation 
for the real thing 
Professor Fenwick English's Aug. 12 
letter, which attacked the Chamber of 
Commerce's involvement •in a school 
study, is, the type of response we· can 
expect from someone teaching in a· college 
of education. For American colleges of 
education are under fire, and well they 
should be. They have long favored fluff 
over substance. Take, for example, teacher 
certification.·. 
My education at Leestown Elementary 
and Lafayette High School suffered at the 
hands of teachers, most of whom were 
products of the College of Education in 
which English teaches. Although I gradu-
ated summa cum laude,· what I learned 
was minimal at best. Most teachers were 
inadequately prepared to teach a college 
preparatory curriculum. Teacher certifica-
tion in many fields requires only minimal 
in-field knowledge, and the University of 
Kentucky's College of Education has done 
its part to contribute to the overall medioc-
rity of the system. . 
I speak as an educator with degrees in 
my field only, and who has amassed a 
successful teaching resume without bow-
ing to the bureaucratic requirements of 
boards of education and the ridiculous 
incompetents who work therein. I .love my 
native Lexington and would welcome any 
outside help to improve the schools in 
Fayette County. Miami has two public 
schools administered by private enter-
prise, and international baccalaureate pro-
grams underwritten by the governments 
of France, Germany and Spain. I support 
the Chamber of Commerce, as colleges of 
education don't know diddly squat, either. 
SAMUEL M HOWELL 
Chairman, Modern Languages 
Miami Country Day School, 
French Instructor 
Miami, Fla. . --
University of Miami 
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U of L offers apology to Jewish staff 
LOUISVILLE - University of Louisville President Donald Swain 
has issued an apology for a decision to schedule the "Wild 
Wednesday'' homecoming event on the Jewish holiday Yorn Kippur. 
"Scheduling homecoming events on Yorn Kippur was an 
.EXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY., FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 25, 1992 egregious mistake," Swain wrote in a letter to history instructor Lee 
NKU official to head Illinois university Shai Weissbach. "I apologize for this insensitivity and will do my 
CHARLESTON, Ill. - A vice president at Northern Kentucky 
University was chosen yesterday to lead Eastern Illinois University. 
The trustees of the five Board of Governors Universities selected 
David Jams from among four finalists. Jams will take over about Jan. 
1, 
Jams, 48, will make $100,040 a year as the replacement for the 
retiring Stanley Rives. Eastern has about 11,000 students· and a $52 
million budget 
best to see that, in this complicated, decentralized organization, this 
kind of behavior isn't repeated." · · 
Weissbach and anthropology professor Edwin S. Segal wrote to 
Swain and Provost Wallace Mann Jr. after consulting with other 
Jewish faculty and staff members. · 
Segal said he plans to spend all day in the synagogue and have 
dinner with his family Oct. 7. For him and many other Jewish people, 
the holiest of Jewish holidays will be a day of reflection and prayer. 
Meanwhile, thousands of university students and faculty mem-
bers will eat barbecue, attend a campus carnival and:dance the night 
away on !lie Belle of Louisville. .. ,~t · 
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Pay up, finally 
UK does the right thing on officials' tickets 
T 
he University of Ken-
tucky has done a lot of 
people a favor by discon-
tinuing the practice of 
~ving free basketball and football 
ickets to public officials. That 
,elves an ethical problem - even 
or people who didn't recognize 
hat they had one. 
The problem is easily stated. 
rhe tickets went to legislators, the 
tovemor and members of his staff, 
1tate Supreme Court judges, Lex-
hgton officials and others. By ac-
:epting them, these folks were 
lvailing themselves of a privilege 
10t available to ordinary people. 
~d that ·raised questions about 
:heir objectivity . every time they 
lcted on behalf of the public on 
any question involving UK. 
Some of these officials, includ-
ing the members of the Supreme 
Court, had recognized this problem 
and decided to pay for their tickets 
in the future. Others saw no prob-
lem with continuing the practice. 
Now, UK has solved the problem 
for all of them by the simple expe-
dient of ending the practice of 
giving away tickets. 
Lawmakers and others will still 
have the opportunity to buy tick-
ets. That is itself a privilege not 
open to most citizens, particularly 
when it comes to basketball tickets. 
But at least the freebies are a thing 
of the past, which is a favor to all 
concerned. 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL. SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 26. 1992 
A casli cours.e in ethics 
E
nnes are all very fine, but 
free tickets to University 
of Kentucky sports events 
transcend distinctions be-
tween good and bad behavior. Leg-
islators and some other state offi-
cials weren't about to give up their 
Rupp Arena and Commonwealth 
Stadium seats, no matter what the 
public thinks about conflicts of in-
terest and improper influence. 
So the UK Athletics Association 
wisely removed the issue from the 
public arena by deciding that from 
now on everybody will pay, except 
the governor. The decision makes 
practical sense, since some office-
holders want to reimburse the uni-
versity. while others expect freebies. 
UK's position is that everyone 
should be treated the same. 
But President Charles Wething-
ton and athletics director C. M. 
Newton also have an interest in 
ending the perception that free 
tickets help to win legislators' 
hearts and minds at budget time. 
Of course, politicians will still have 
access to the best, most coveted 
seats in the arena, and that's a ma-
jor benefit in itself. But by asking 
them to pay their own way, UK has 
addressed the main public concern. 
Some officials scoff at the notion 
that free game tickets affect their 
views. What disturbs voters, 
though, is that the state's most 
powerful interests ply lawmakers 
with food, drink and entertainment 
throughout the session, and that 
can distort even the most conscien-
tious politician's understanding of 
her role. UK's move, combined 
with a good ethics code, will help 
give legislators a clearer sense of 
what they're in Frankfort to do. 
LEXINGTON HERALD·LEADER. LEXINGTON, KY., 
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Ph.D. means something 
_In the midst of education refonn, I 
noti<:ecJ. a de,leterious trend by the news 
med,~ m u~m~ the tenn "doctor" when 
:efemn~ to md1viduals with a Ph.D. This 
,s the high~t degree offered throughout 
~e . W?rld m any appropriately related 
diSC1ph~e. The first doctor was a teaching 
theologian who used Latin in classes over 
f • 
aJI of Europe prior to the Italian Renais-
sance, 1300•1600 A.D. During the Renais• 
sance, Dante, Boccaccio and Petrarch 
bro~e with tradjtion and published in the 
Italian vernacular. Now, people "outside 
the loof had access to written knowledge. 
. In time, through the influence of teach-
mg . doct?rs, the world experienced a 
P.rol~eration of universities. The Ph.D.s 
prov1ded ~e impetus to initiate research 
a~d. tf:<ichm~ s~tegies in a variety of 
d1sc1plines, mcludmg medicine. Today a 
large number of foreign students fill ~ur 
Ph.D. programs while many of our bright 
students see no value in the higher degree. 
The media are not encouraging stu-
dent to pursue the Ph.D. by implying that 
the only doctor is a medical doctor; for 
example (Herald•Leader, Sept. . 18), you 
refer t? ~- Thomas Boysen as "Education 
Corrumss1oner Boysen" or to Dr. Ronald 
Walton as ''Fayette County Superinten-
dent Ron Walton." You would not refer to 
a heart specialist as "heart specialist John 
or Jane Doe," etc. 
. ~~se _of media influence on percep-
tions, 1t 1s unportant that readers know 
that the Ph.D. i_s a doctor; that this highest 
of all degrees 1s worthy to pursue. 
Lexington 
LARRY TERANGO 
THE COURIER·JOURNAL. SATURDAY. SEPTEMBER 26. 1992 
Union College enrollment sets record 
Uni?n College in Barbourville reported yesterday that enroll-
ment 1s at a record high this fall. 
According to figures released by the registrar's office, 992 stu-
dents are now enrolled at the college. 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
J 
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PROVO, Utah - It all started 
with a seemingly hannless conces-
sion to modem fashion two years 
ago, when straight-laced Brigham 
Young University decided to allow 
knee-length shorts. 
Now it's possible to catch a 
glimpse of thigh on the Monnon 
campus and students are being 
warned the rising hemlines on shorts 
and skirts must subside. 
A sign at the Harold B. Lee 
Library states that, beginning Oct. 1, 
it will "only serve those students 
who abide by the honor code." 
Other encouragement comes 
from a poster showing young men 
and women in knee-length shorts 
standing around a red sports car. 
The caption says, "Don't sell your-
self short." The license plate on the 
car reads: "2ZNEEZ." 
Students are encouraged to con-
front violators and, if necessary, tum 
them in to the Honor Code Council 
for counseling. 
All but about 5 percent of BYU's 
27,000 students are members of the 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day 
Saints, and all must sign the honor 
code promising to uphold the basic 
tenets of the Mormon faith and 
abstain from tobacco, alcohol, drugs, 
premarital sex, tea and coffee. 
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY., WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 1992 
cKU gets grant for nursing program 
RICHMOND - Eastern Kentucky University's College of Allied 
Health and Nursing has been awarded $148,297 to continue its 
baccalaureate degree nursing program at several sites in southeast-
ern Kentucky. 
The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services initially 
awarded a $367,936 grant in 1988 to EKU to launch the program, 
which targets associate degree nurses who cannot afford to quit their 
jobs and leave families to further their education at the Richmond 
campus. 
Since then, the university has opened educational centers at 
Corbin and Manchester and expanded its off-campus offerings to 
make it more convenient for those desiring to earn a bachelor's 
degree in nursing. 
Deborah Whitehouse, chairwoman of EKU's Department of 
Baccalaureate Nursing, said the extension of the grant will allow the 
project to expand to educational television and 16 to 20 credit hours 
of classroom content at Corbin, Manchester and Somerset, where 
classes are offered with the cooperation of the local community 
college. 
She said only 191 bachelor's degree nurses reside in the 15-county 
area that constitutes the center of the university's service region. 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL, WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 1992 
Panel OKs funds for Hazard college 
HAZARD. Ky. - AU. S. House-Senate conference committee has 
approved $750,000 to help Hazard Community College train workers, 
Rep. Harold "Hal" Rogers announced Monday. 
The money is for the college's Business and Industry Technical As· 
sistance Center. The center is part of a planned $17 million performing 
arts and regional conference center. 
The conference committee ratified the money Friday in an appropri-
ation bill for the Small Business Administration. Rogers, R-5th Dis-
trict, requested the money. 
Programs to be offered at the center include entrepreneurial train-
ing, computer instruction, medical-record processing, retail manage-
ment and hospitality training. 
The college is seeking an additional $3 million to $4 million in 
federal assistance to build the training center. This year the Kentucky 
legislature approved $750,000 toward the project. 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL, WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 1992 
Affirmative-action awards announced 
Gov .. Brereton Jon.es r~ogn~ed five state agencies for meeting or 
e~ceeding Kentucky s affirmative-action plan during the Governor's 
sixth annual Equal Employment Opportunity Conference in Jefferson-
town yesterday. 
The agencies r_ec?gnized were the lieutenant governor's office, the 
Kentucky Co~m1ss1on on Human Rights, the Department of Person-
nel, the Cabinet for Human Resources and the governor's cabinet 
secreta_ry's ~ffice. 'fhe agencies were awarded certificates for fulfilling 
the affmnat1ve-act1on goal of 7.4 percent minorities and 52.2 percent 
women on their staffs. 
Five state employees also received Anderson Laureate medals from 
the D~partment of Personnel for their work to protect human rights. 
The _winners were: Clarence H. Wilson of Louisville, a retired family-
sernces worker; John W, Shannon of Washington, D. C., undersecre-
tary of_ the Army; Katie B. Smith-Nolan of Franklin, president of the 
Fr~nklin chapter of the_ NAACP; Norman L. Passmore of Lexington, a 
retired teacher; a!ld E!12abeth H. Cahaney of Louisville, English pro-
fessor for the Umvers1ty of Kentucky community college system. 
Two students were named EEO Fellows for their efforts to increase 
awareness in social-justice issues. They were Neal Aquino of Coving-
ton Latin School and Deborah Hatler of Owensboro Community Col-
lege. 
- A ~P.rvir.A nf thA Offir.e of Media Relations-
